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          1   PROCEEDINGS 
 
          2   (Court opens at 0901H) 
 
          3   MR. PRESIDENT: 
 
          4   Please be seated. The Court is now in session. 
 
          5   Today, the Chamber continues to hear the closing statements in 
 
          6   Case 002/02, and the floor again will be given to the 
 
          7   Co-Prosecutors. 
 
          8   Ms. Chea Sivhoang, please report the attendance of the parties 
 
          9   and other individuals to today's proceedings. 
 
         10   [09.02.52] 
 
         11   THE GREFFIER: 
 
         12   Mr. President, for today's proceedings to hear the closing 
 
         13   statements, all parties to this case are present except Mr. Pich 
 
         14   Ang, the National Lead Co-Lawyer for civil parties, who informs 
 
         15   the Chamber that he will be absent today for personal reason. 
 
         16   Mr. Nuon Chea is present in the holding cell downstairs. He has 
 
         17   waived his right to be present in the courtroom. The waiver has 
 
         18   been delivered to the greffier. 
 
         19   Thank you, Mr. President. 
 
         20   [09.03.33] 
 
         21   MR. PRESIDENT: 
 
         22   Thank you, Ms. Chea Sivhoang. 
 
         23   The Chamber now decides on the request by Nuon Chea. 
 
         24   The Chamber has received a waiver from Nuon Chea, dated 15 June 
 
         25   2017, which states that, due to his health, that is, headache, 
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          1   back pain, he cannot sit or concentrate for long, and in order to 
 
          2   effectively participate in future hearings, he requests to waive 
 
          3   his right to be present at the 15 June 2017 hearing. 
 
          4   Having seen the medical report of Nuon Chea by the duty doctor 
 
          5   for the Accused at the ECCC, dated 15 June 2017, which notes 
 
          6   that, today, Nuon Chea feels dizzy and has a constant lower back 
 
          7   pain and recommends that the Chamber shall grant him his request 
 
          8   so that he can follow the proceedings remotely from the holding 
 
          9   cell downstairs. 
 
         10   Based on the above information and pursuant to Rule 81.5 of the 
 
         11   ECCC Internal Rules, the Chamber grants Nuon Chea his request to 
 
         12   follow today's proceedings remotely from the holding cell 
 
         13   downstairs via an audio-visual means. 
 
         14   The Chamber instructs the AV Unit personnel to link the 
 
         15   proceedings to the room downstairs so that Nuon Chea can follow. 
 
         16   That applies for the whole day. 
 
         17   And I'd like now to give the floor to the International Deputy 
 
         18   Co-Prosecutor to continue with the closing statements. 
 
         19   [09.05.15] 
 
         20   MR. LYSAK: 
 
         21   Thank you, Mr. President. Good morning, Your Honours. Good 
 
         22   morning, counsel, parties. 
 
         23   When we broke yesterday, I was discussing the crime of 
 
         24   imprisonment and the deprivation of liberty of thousands of 
 
         25   people at the security offices without any due process. And I 
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          1   want to turn to a subject that comes up over and over when you 
 
          2   look at the evidence relating to arrests of people sent to the 
 
          3   Democratic Kampuchea security offices, and that is the use -- the 
 
          4   use of confessions from S-21, as we will discuss later, 
 
          5   torture-induced confessions, that name or implicate people as the 
 
          6   basis for arrests. 
 
          7   [09.06.27] 
 
          8   At Au Kanseng, we heard from the prison chief, Chhaom Se, and his 
 
          9   deputy, Chhin Kim Thong (phonetic), who both testified that 
 
         10   confessions were sent from Phnom Penh to the Division 801 
 
         11   secretary, Sou Saroeun, who used the alias Roeun, and that the 
 
         12   division soldiers named in those confessions were arrested and 
 
         13   sent to the division prison at Au Kanseng. 
 
         14   And we see confirmation of their testimony in a surviving S-21 
 
         15   confession, which contains a handwritten note from Son Sen to the 
 
         16   division secretary, Roeun, asking him to review the confession 
 
         17   and to pick out the names, the relevant names, from 801. 
 
         18   We also see corroboration of this in a 29 March 1977 report, 
 
         19   E3/1060, a report from the division secretary to Son Sen, which 
 
         20   states, quote: 
 
         21   "We were following the trail of both new and old elements 
 
         22   destroying the revolution. Those targets included those going 
 
         23   against the revolutionary line and those newly and previously 
 
         24   implicated by the enemy." 
 
         25   [09.08.06] 
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          1   We saw the same evidence at Phnom Kraol, Sector 105. A cadre from 
 
          2   there, high-ranking cadre, who was interviewed by OCIJ but passed 
 
          3   away before this trial, saw confessions that had been sent to the 
 
          4   Sector 105 military chief. And in this surviving telegram from 
 
          5   sector secretary Sao Sarun to the leaders in Phnom Penh, which 
 
          6   concerned the chairman of a repair factory, Comrade Sot, who had 
 
          7   committed immoral acts with a woman, resulting in the arrest of 
 
          8   both persons, Sarun noted that Comrade Sot had been previously 
 
          9   implicated in the responses of the contemptible traitor, Chuon, 
 
         10   and he asked for instructions from the Centre on what to do with 
 
         11   him. 
 
         12   And you should note that in this telegram there is a handwritten 
 
         13   note in the upper left margin indicating that this document was 
 
         14   specifically forwarded to Nuon Chea. 
 
         15   [09.09.36] 
 
         16   In his testimony in this Court, Your Honours, Sao Sarun admitted 
 
         17   sending this telegram. He admitted he had received from the 
 
         18   Centre the names of Sector 105 cadres who had been implicated in 
 
         19   the S-21 confession of Chuon, that Chuon had been the head of the 
 
         20   sector commerce office. 
 
         21   He claimed that the instruction he got back from Phnom Penh was 
 
         22   to release Comrade Sot, but we saw in this trial that that was 
 
         23   not true. 
 
         24   You heard from two witnesses from that sector, Chan Toi and Bun 
 
         25   Loeng Chauy, both knew Comrade Sot. He was well-known leader in 
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          1   that sector in charge of the work forces, and the brother of the 
 
          2   sector military chief. And they both testified that, contrary to 
 
          3   what you heard from Sao Sarun, Sot disappeared from Mondolkiri 
 
          4   and was never seen again. 
 
          5   I want to mention also another event we heard during the Phnom 
 
          6   Kraol segment. You may remember Bun Loeng Chauy testified about a 
 
          7   group of men who fled one of the commerce offices for Vietnam. 
 
          8   Their wives, however, did not flee with them. They stayed behind. 
 
          9   And the reward for that, as we saw, was a trip to S-21. 
 
         10   [09.11.35] 
 
         11   In regards to S-21, Your Honours, there are, of course, many, 
 
         12   many documents. Let me show you one where we say -- see this same 
 
         13   use of confessions as the basis for arrests. 
 
         14   This is a May 1977 letter from Division 310 to Duch that plainly 
 
         15   states seven people were sent to S-21 because their names and 
 
         16   activities were mentioned in confession records. And that 
 
         17   document, Your Honours, E3/1050. 
 
         18   The arbitrary and extra-judicial nature of arrests is also seen 
 
         19   in a letter I'd like to read to you that was sent by a member of 
 
         20   the committee of the Kampong Som port to Duch on the 1st of June 
 
         21   1977, regarding a cadre from the North Zone who was being sent to 
 
         22   S-21. This is document E3/1155, and it is revealing, very 
 
         23   revealing, about the arbitrariness of this regime. The letter 
 
         24   states: 
 
         25   [9.13.04] 
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          1   "To missed and Beloved Comrade Duch: 
 
          2   Today, I transferred a person called Vorng to you. The 
 
          3   contemptible person is from the North Zone office with 
 
          4   Contemptible Thuch; his wife is the same. He is a friend of 
 
          5   Contemptible Ni in the commerce section. 
 
          6   "He was transferred because of his activities as mentioned below: 
 
          7   "When he drove, he braked (sic) until the tyres dragged 10-20 
 
          8   metres. Once, he took a small excavator used for lifting goods to 
 
          9   tow a big truck. It could not tow [the truck], so he accelerated 
 
         10   the engine until the engine became very hot." 
 
         11   And his last act, "He drove the excavator down the mountain; and 
 
         12   did not use the brake; he dropped a shovel to drag on the road 
 
         13   instead of using the brake. 
 
         14   "So, the suspension is broken because the shovel hit and dragged 
 
         15   along the road. When he removed it for repair, the suspension oil 
 
         16   gushed out. 
 
         17   "With revolutionary, fraternal respect, signed by Krin 
 
         18   (phonetic)." 
 
         19   Your Honours, what we see here in the Khmer Rouge era, being a 
 
         20   lousy driver was enough of a reason for the Party to send you to 
 
         21   S-21. This is why courts and judicial process is necessary before 
 
         22   we deprive people of their liberty. 
 
         23   And while the content of this letter is almost humorous, the end 
 
         24   of the story is not. This hapless driver, a platoon chief, Sreng 
 
         25   Sreang alias Vorng, was sent to S-21 on the 1st of June 1977 and, 
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          1   less than three weeks later, was sent out for execution. 
 
          2   [09.15.44] 
 
          3   He is number 4315, for your reference, on the OCIJ S-21 list, and 
 
          4   his execution record, E3/2285. 
 
          5   Things were not any better at Krang Ta Chan. In one of the 
 
          6   surviving lists from that prison that identifies 29 prisoners -- 
 
          7   this is part of E3/4083 -- there are 29 prisoners. The first 20 
 
          8   are mostly former Lon Nol soldiers who are described as being 
 
          9   arrested because they were part of a network that planned to 
 
         10   escape to Vietnam or Thailand. 
 
         11   The next seven prisoners on the list had the misfortune of 
 
         12   breaking either spoons or hoes in their cooperatives. Number 28 
 
         13   complained that no one should eat thin porridge, and number 29 
 
         14   was a 73-year-old former village chief who took food to eat. 
 
         15   [09.17.13] 
 
         16   Now, as you'll see in this slide that was filed in the annexes to 
 
         17   our trial brief, Figure 1.5, approximately half of the documented 
 
         18   Krang Ta Chan prison population were former soldiers, officials 
 
         19   or police from the Khmer Republic regime. This is based on our 
 
         20   review of Krang Ta Chan records, and it's the same conclusion 
 
         21   that both Meng-Try Ea and Henri Locard arrived at when they 
 
         22   reviewed the surviving records. 
 
         23   Your Honours heard testimony from Riel San on the instructions 
 
         24   given by the Tram Kak district committee to identify and purge 
 
         25   former Lon Nol who held ranking positions. And the second chart, 
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          1   Figure 1.6 in our annexes, shows that almost three-quarters of 
 
          2   the former Lon Nol soldiers imprisoned at Krang Ta Chan held the 
 
          3   rank of Warrant Officer, Adjutant or higher. 
 
          4   Now, on this issue of the purge of former Lon Nol regime soldiers 
 
          5   or officials, the defence offered a contrary witness on this 
 
          6   issue, Mr. Sao Van. Remember, however, he is someone who left 
 
          7   Tram Kak early in the regime. His story is also rather undermined 
 
          8   by the fact his own brother was a former Lon Nol soldier who was 
 
          9   arrested and imprisoned for much of the regime. 
 
         10   [09.19.06] 
 
         11   But any dispute, Your Honours, any dispute among the witness 
 
         12   testimony as to what the policy was in Tram Kak is resolved by 
 
         13   the surviving records from communes and the district that clearly 
 
         14   document an instruction and policy to purge former Lon Nol 
 
         15   officers. 
 
         16   I presented those documents to Your Honours before, so today I 
 
         17   will just quickly remind you of two of them. 
 
         18   This is an April 1977 report from Cheang Tong commune that refers 
 
         19   to the successive instructions from Angkar to purge enemy 
 
         20   officers, and goes on to identify a number of such persons. And 
 
         21   the second document is a May 1977 report from Popel commune, 
 
         22   which states that 106 households, a total of 393 people in that 
 
         23   commune, a former Lon -- former military personnel, had already 
 
         24   been smashed, and the commune was still screening families to see 
 
         25   if they could find more. 
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          1   [09.20.33] 
 
          2   Your Honours, arresting and imprisoning individuals because they 
 
          3   or a relative held a position in or supported the former regime 
 
          4   is not due process. It is persecution, plain and simple. 
 
          5   Also in regards to Krang Ta Chan, the very first witness who 
 
          6   testified in this trial over two years ago was Meas Sokha. Almost 
 
          7   his entire family was arrested and imprisoned at Krang Ta Chan 
 
          8   for years because his father and his brother-in-law dared to try 
 
          9   to vote out the local village chief. 
 
         10   His testimony is corroborated by multiple records from the prison 
 
         11   confirming those arrests, such as this May 1978 list of prisoners 
 
         12   detained for months or years signed by Krang Ta Chan prison chief 
 
         13   An; that includes Meas Sokha's mother and sister and references 
 
         14   the execution of his father and brother-in-law. 
 
         15   And incidentally, number 4 on the same -- very same list is Vong 
 
         16   Sarun, the female medic who testified at the end of the Krang Ta 
 
         17   Chan segment about her detention and the detention of her young 
 
         18   child at Krang Ta Chan. 
 
         19   [09.22.24] 
 
         20   And if we go back and look at the same lists, the note in the 
 
         21   right column for her and her colleague, Uch Han, states: 
 
         22   "The two women were implicated by Han, a worker in Hospital 22." 
 
         23   Your Honours, just because a co-worker, probably broken by 
 
         24   torture or fear, named her in a confession, Vong Sarun and her 
 
         25   young child spent one and half years in Krang Ta Chan. 
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          1   And let me now address the inhumane conditions that she and the 
 
          2   others detained at the security offices had to endure. 
 
          3   On this subject, I will discuss the four prisons together, as the 
 
          4   evidence you have heard shows a clear and consistent picture of 
 
          5   what life was like for those branded as enemies and sent to the 
 
          6   security offices. There are five facts or truths about the 
 
          7   inhumane conditions suffered by detainees that are common to all 
 
          8   of these security offices. 
 
          9   [09.23.48] 
 
         10   Number 1, prisoners were shackled in their cells. Number 2, the 
 
         11   prisoners had to relieve themselves while shackled in their 
 
         12   cells. Number 3, hygiene was non-existent. Number 4, the 
 
         13   prisoners did not receive sufficient food. And number 5, the 
 
         14   prisoners often became ill, did not receive proper medical care, 
 
         15   and many died. 
 
         16   Let me briefly address the evidence proving each of these facts. 
 
         17   With respect to the use of shackles, you have heard how prisoners 
 
         18   were shackled by the ankle in their cells day and night other 
 
         19   than the few who were treated as light prisoners and given work 
 
         20   assignments in the prison grounds. At the big prisons, the 
 
         21   shackles were attached to long metal bars and the prisoners laid 
 
         22   on the ground in rows as we saw in that painting from prisoner 
 
         23   Vann Nath. 
 
         24   In this photograph, you see the shackles that were used on 
 
         25   prisoners left behind at S-21, and also at Krang Ta Chan. 
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          1   [09.25.23] 
 
          2   And in our next photograph, if we go to slide -- the next slide, 
 
          3   this is a photograph identified by Duch. You see former North 
 
          4   Zone secretary Koy Thuon shackled in the cell in which he was 
 
          5   interrogated at the special prison. 
 
          6   The Au Kanseng prison chief admitted the use of steel and wooden 
 
          7   shackles and that serious offence prisoners remained shackled at 
 
          8   all times, including when they slept at night. And in regards to 
 
          9   Phnom Kraol, Neth Savat described in this courtroom how one day 
 
         10   he was taken to the second floor of the K-17 office and saw 
 
         11   Division 920 soldiers detained by the ankles in wooden shackles. 
 
         12   Krang Ta Chan survivor Vong Sarun described for you the effects 
 
         13   of being permanently shackled like this. I quote: 
 
         14   [09.26.44] 
 
         15   "I had no strength to walk and I was also suffering from numbness 
 
         16   in my ankles because I was shackled. While I was walking to the 
 
         17   interrogation room, I did not even feel my legs." 
 
         18   Second, Your Honours, the prisoners at each of these security 
 
         19   offices had to urinate and defecate while shackled in their cells 
 
         20   into coconut shells, bamboo tubes, ammunition cases or other such 
 
         21   containers that were passed from prisoner to prisoner. 
 
         22   As you heard from Chum Mey, they had to eat and sleep in the very 
 
         23   same place where they relieved themselves. 
 
         24   Fact number 3, because of the lack of hygiene, the prisoners were 
 
         25   often covered with lice and their cells were infested by bugs and 
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          1   rats. 
 
          2   As was described by Vann Nath in his book, "Cambodian Prison 
 
          3   Portrait", I quote: 
 
          4   "My body began to deteriorate. My ribs were poking out and my 
 
          5   body was like an old man of 70. My hair was overgrown like bamboo 
 
          6   roots and had become a nest for lice. I had scabies all over my 
 
          7   body. My mind and spirit had flown away. I only knew one thing 
 
          8   clearly, hunger."  End of quote. 
 
          9   Civil Party Say Sen, who was imprisoned at Krang Ta Chan for four 
 
         10   years, described the same conditions at that prison, quote: 
 
         11   [09.28.54] 
 
         12   "We couldn't stay still because there were too many bed bugs and 
 
         13   body lice that were biting us. I probably killed millions of bugs 
 
         14   by just crushing the ground with the palm of my hand. It bit us 
 
         15   so much our skin became numb." 
 
         16   A former member of the Krang Ta Chan committee, Iep Duch, known 
 
         17   as Big Duch in Tram Kak, described to OCIJ the sights that he saw 
 
         18   when he visited Krang Ta Chan, quote: 
 
         19   "When I entered, when the door was open, I smelled the odour and 
 
         20   saw all the people. I had them close the door. I did not want to 
 
         21   look any more." 
 
         22   Vong Sarun testified to you that when she first entered her 
 
         23   detention building, she could smell death. 
 
         24   [09.30.10] 
 
         25   Fourth, the prisoners at the security offices were fed almost 
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          1   nothing. They were hungry all the time and became weak and 
 
          2   emaciated. 
 
          3   Sun Vuth, who was detained at a prison in the Phnom Kraol area, 
 
          4   testified he did not receive any food the first day he was 
 
          5   detained and thereafter received daily portions of rice that, in 
 
          6   his words, were the size of his wrist. Meas Sokha described how 
 
          7   his mother was not fed enough to produce breast milk and that two 
 
          8   of his younger siblings died a few months after they were 
 
          9   detained at Krang Ta Chan. 
 
         10   And in this courtroom in June 2009, Vann Nath testified. I quote: 
 
         11   "The conditions were so inhumane and the food so little. There 
 
         12   was a big pot of gruel to be distributed among 50 or 60 of us, so 
 
         13   we only had three spoons of gruel for each meal, and the spoon 
 
         14   was like a coffee spoon, so little. I lost my dignity because the 
 
         15   condition of the prisoners and the guards were so distant. It's 
 
         16   like humans compared to animals. Even with animals, they would 
 
         17   give enough food. 
 
         18   "I didn't think of anything, any other thing than being thirsty 
 
         19   and hungry. I was so hungry I had never experienced that hunger 
 
         20   before, and I thought that even eating the human flesh would be a 
 
         21   good meal."  End of quote. 
 
         22   [09.32.18] 
 
         23   Fifth, Your Honours, as a result of the deplorable conditions and 
 
         24   the starvation diets, the prisoners at the security offices often 
 
         25   became ill, and many died. The Au Kanseng prison chief testified 
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          1   that more prisoners died there from disease than by execution. 
 
          2   At Krang Ta Chan, Meas Sokha and Say Sen described how prisoners 
 
          3   died in the cells -- in their cells and remained in their 
 
          4   shackles for hours and overnight until they were removed. 
 
          5   Vong Sarun described a father and one-year child who died after 
 
          6   their desperate hunger led them to eat a live mouse. 
 
          7   [09.33.16] 
 
          8   At S-21, a contemporaneous reference in a cadre's notebook, 
 
          9   E3/833, noted that S-21 chief medic Try was afraid of being 
 
         10   arrested because too many people were dying there. And in the 
 
         11   daily prisoner control reports that were admitted by this Chamber 
 
         12   last year, including the infamous orange logbook that was 
 
         13   obtained from Professor Heynowski, E3/10770, in those daily 
 
         14   reports the identity of prisoners who died each day at Tuol 
 
         15   Sleng, at least during some periods, was written in handwriting 
 
         16   at the bottom of the daily report. 
 
         17   For example, this report for the 30th of July 1977 notes that So 
 
         18   Chim alias Chet, Battambang weaving factory chairperson, died on 
 
         19   account of dysentery and wounds. 
 
         20   You may remember this S-21 prisoner was the father of Civil Party 
 
         21   Son Em, who testified to Your Honours last year that his father 
 
         22   was in good health before his arrest. 
 
         23   His father had only been at S-21 for one month when he died. And 
 
         24   you may remember hearing from Son Em that after the arrest of his 
 
         25   father and his uncle, who was a chief of the zone office, Son Em 
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          1   was brought to a re-education session led by Nuon Chea in Phnom 
 
          2   Penh at which the Accused specifically talked about the arrest of 
 
          3   his uncle. 
 
          4   [09.35.32] 
 
          5   In regards to these daily control lists recording the deaths each 
 
          6   day by disease, Annex F-48, F as in "Frank", 48 filed with our 
 
          7   trial brief sets out the daily totals from those documents for 
 
          8   the period that we have these documents, which is roughly April 
 
          9   to December 1977. And in the 258 days for which there were such 
 
         10   records, there were 235 deaths from disease at S-21 though, as 
 
         11   you'll also see in the chart, as the conditions worsened at the 
 
         12   prison over time, you see the frequency and the number of deaths 
 
         13   increasing over time, particularly during the months of October, 
 
         14   November and December 1977. 
 
         15   To conclude this section on inhumane acts, Your Honour, Chum Sey 
 
         16   -- Chum Mey, pardon me -- Mr. Chum Mey summed up the horror faced 
 
         17   by prisoners entering S-21 in a few simple words back in the 2009 
 
         18   trial. He said, quote: 
 
         19   [09.37.03] 
 
         20   "Mr. Co-Prosecutor, when I entered that room and cell, I could 
 
         21   not expect that I would survive. At that time, I only lied down 
 
         22   on my back waiting just to be killed." 
 
         23   Before turning to the crime of torture, I would like to say a few 
 
         24   words about Mr. Chum Mey. 
 
         25   In this trial, the Nuon Chea defence has chosen to attack him, to 
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          1   suggest without the slightest basis that Mr. Chum Mey was not 
 
          2   really imprisoned at S-21. However, the evidence proving his 
 
          3   imprisonment there is beyond dispute. 
 
          4   Fellow prisoner Bou Meng, interrogator Prak Khan, and prison 
 
          5   chief Duch all testified that Chum Mey was at S-21. In this 
 
          6   photograph of the S-21 survivors, you see Chum Mey on the far 
 
          7   left, along with Vann Nath and Bou Meng and the other survivors. 
 
          8   There are multiple prisons lists -- multiple prison lists 
 
          9   identifying him, including this S-21 entry list for the 28th of 
 
         10   October 1978, and there is a confession for Chum Mey, dated 8th 
 
         11   November 1978, that was found in the surviving records of this 
 
         12   prison. 
 
         13   [09.39.06] 
 
         14   Your Honours, we certainly understand that it is the Defence's 
 
         15   job and it is a critical one to this Court to challenge and test 
 
         16   the evidence. But this attack on one of the last remaining 
 
         17   survivors of S-21 is devoid of any merit. We believe it only 
 
         18   serves to highlight the desperation and weakness of the Nuon Chea 
 
         19   defence's positions in this case. 
 
         20   With that said, I will now turn to the crime of torture. 
 
         21   It has been proven beyond any reasonable doubt, Your Honours, 
 
         22   that torture was used to extract confessions from the prisoners 
 
         23   at these DK security offices. The evidence from S-21 proving the 
 
         24   regular use of torture is overwhelming and undeniable. The use of 
 
         25   torture was described by the survivors of the prison, some of 
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          1   whom still bear the marks of the severe pain and suffering to 
 
          2   which they were subjected. 
 
          3   [09.40.26] 
 
          4   It is admitted by the interrogators at the prison and by the 
 
          5   chief of the prison at the very time he was on trial for that 
 
          6   crime, scattered throughout the surviving confessions are 
 
          7   references to the different methods of torture that were used to 
 
          8   break the prisoners. And notebooks kept by the S-21 interrogators 
 
          9   record the instructions they received on the systematic use of 
 
         10   torture at this prison. 
 
         11   No one can credibly deny that this crime took place. And the 
 
         12   torture used at S-21 was not trifling or minor: it was severe 
 
         13   beatings that left wounds, electric shocks administered until the 
 
         14   point of unconsciousness, suffocation with plastic bags, pulling 
 
         15   out finger and toenails. 
 
         16   On Tuesday, the civil parties played for you a part of the 
 
         17   testimony of Chum Mey that recounted the torture he suffered 
 
         18   during his interrogation at S-21. During the 2009 trial, Bou Meng 
 
         19   provided a description of his interrogation. Let me read part of 
 
         20   that to you, quote: 
 
         21   "They had a bunch of sticks and they dropped it on the floor and 
 
         22   it made noise, and I was asked to choose which stick I preferred. 
 
         23   Mam Nai stood up and grabbed the stick and started to beat me. 
 
         24   After he felt exhausted, another person came to take a turn to 
 
         25   beat me up. He asked me to count the lashes, and when I counted 
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          1   up to 10 lashes, he said, 'How come you count to 10?  I only beat 
 
          2   you for one lash'." 
 
          3   [09.42.50] 
 
          4   "I felt so painful at the time. There were wounds, many wounds on 
 
          5   my back and blood was on the floor. Every time they beat me up, 
 
          6   they asked me questions, when did I join the CIA, who introduced 
 
          7   you into the CIA and what was their name. 
 
          8   "I did not know what the CIA or KGB was. How could I respond?  So 
 
          9   they just kept beating me up."  End of quote. 
 
         10   Later in his interrogation, Bou Meng was given electric shocks 
 
         11   near his genitals. The testimony of Bou Meng and Chum Mey is 
 
         12   corroborated by reports written by S-21 interrogators describing 
 
         13   exactly how torture was used to force confessions. 
 
         14   [09.44.04] 
 
         15   In E3/7437, a July 1978 report describing the interrogation of 
 
         16   prisoner Sour Heang, the interrogator writes, quote: 
 
         17   "I told him to prostrate himself before the image of the two 
 
         18   dogs. At first, he did not follow my command, but after some 
 
         19   beating, he agreed to admit that he was a traitor, yet he did not 
 
         20   tell me about his traitorous networks. I then electrocuted him 
 
         21   several times, and I talked about politics to confuse him. He 
 
         22   then agreed to tell me about his CIA networks."  End of quote. 
 
         23   In his trial in 2009, Your Honours, Duch described how one 
 
         24   prisoner had died while being suffocated by a plastic bag, and he 
 
         25   remembered the name of that prisoner, Ping Kimsea. 
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          1   The rather remarkable memory for detail of the former S-21 
 
          2   chairman was confirmed by one of the documents Your Honours 
 
          3   obtained just last year put on the case file at that time, and it 
 
          4   is the document you will see here, the S-21 daily control list 
 
          5   for 7 May 1977, E3/9969, which contains a handwritten note at the 
 
          6   bottom of the page: 
 
          7   "Ping Kimsea, doctor from Northwest Zone, died on account of 
 
          8   torture and syncope in an interrogation place." 
 
          9   [09.46.06] 
 
         10   And I'm not a medical person and I'm not sure I'm pronouncing 
 
         11   that name correctly, but the disease that's referenced there is a 
 
         12   loss of consciousness that results from insufficient blood flow 
 
         13   to the brain consistent with Duch's 2009 testimony that this 
 
         14   prisoner died from being suffocated. 
 
         15   So we see in this document, Your Honours, not only confirmation 
 
         16   of the brutal and violent nature of the torture, but you should 
 
         17   also take note of the corroboration and the confirmation of the 
 
         18   memory of Duch. This is a witness whose memory of details can be 
 
         19   relied upon. 
 
         20   And you've seen this document before, but I would be remiss not 
 
         21   to take you through it one more time. It is the July 1977 report 
 
         22   describing the interrogation of sector secretary Ke Kim Huot, 
 
         23   quote: 
 
         24   "On the afternoon of 21 July 1977, we pounded him another round, 
 
         25   electrical wire and shit. This time, he cursed those who hit him 
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          1   very much and said, 'Go ahead and beat me to death'. Had him eat 
 
          2   two or three spoonful of shit." 
 
          3   [09.47.42] 
 
          4   "By nightfall, we went at him again with the electric wires, this 
 
          5   time pretty seriously. He became delirious. Later, he confessed a 
 
          6   bit as reported above." 
 
          7   He concludes: 
 
          8   "My operative line is to continue to torture with mastery because 
 
          9   the enemy is breaking emotionally and is at a dead end." 
 
         10   What is most frightening, Your Honours, is that this turned out 
 
         11   to be just the beginning of Ke Kim Huot's interrogation at S-21, 
 
         12   an interrogation that continued another nine and a half months 
 
         13   until he was finally executed in May of 1978. 
 
         14   And one more source of evidence, important source, that confirms 
 
         15   the systematic use of torture at S-21 are the contemporaneous 
 
         16   notebooks of the interrogators that record the instructions and 
 
         17   training they received. E3/8368 is one of those notebooks, and 
 
         18   the instructions recorded in it could not be any more blunt or 
 
         19   clear. I quote: 
 
         20   [09.49.20] 
 
         21   "The enemy does not confess to us easily. When they confess when 
 
         22   we do politics, they confess at the very lowest level. Torture 
 
         23   cannot be avoided. It only differs as to whether it is a little 
 
         24   or a lot. That's all. The objective of torturing is to get their 
 
         25   answers. It is not done for fun. Therefore, we must make them 
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          1   feel pain so that they will respond quickly."  End of quote. 
 
          2   At Krang Ta Chan, you heard testimony from numerous witnesses, 
 
          3   both guards and former prisoners, that interrogations were 
 
          4   conducted in an open structure close to the guards' kitchen, 
 
          5   which contained chains, clubs, whips, axes and pliers and from 
 
          6   which the cries of pain of prisoners being interrogated were 
 
          7   often heard. In the words of Meas Sokha, "The building was filled 
 
          8   with screams." 
 
          9   [09.50.47] 
 
         10   The use of torture was admitted by two of the Krang Ta Chan 
 
         11   cadres who testified in this trial, Saut Saing and Vann Soan. 
 
         12   Guard Saut Saing admitted that when prisoners were interrogated, 
 
         13   quote: 
 
         14   "They were beaten up and plastic bags were tied around their 
 
         15   face." 
 
         16   And Big Duch, the former member of the Krang Ta Chan committee 
 
         17   and the chairman of the youth in Tram Kak district, admitted in 
 
         18   his OCIJ interview before his death that he participated in 
 
         19   interrogations and that if the prisoners did not confess, they 
 
         20   tortured them. 
 
         21   You heard from former prisoner, the female medic Vong Sarun, how 
 
         22   she was working one day next to the interrogation room, and she 
 
         23   heard in detail the questioning of a New Person from Phnom Penh 
 
         24   which she described as follows, I quote: 
 
         25   "I heard the sound of whipping. They asked the question again 
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          1   whether he had held the rank of a captain, and he said no and the 
 
          2   same process kept repeating. The man was actually beaten almost 
 
          3   to death before he finally confessed that he had been a captain 
 
          4   in order to have the beating stopped." 
 
          5   Vong Sarun also described the sores she saw and touched that were 
 
          6   all over the body of her friend when she returned to their prison 
 
          7   cell after her interrogation. 
 
          8   [09.52.52] 
 
          9   And importantly, Your Honour, the testimony of these witnesses is 
 
         10   corroborated by surviving records from Tram Kak and Krang Ta Chan 
 
         11   which openly discuss the use of hot and cold methods of 
 
         12   interrogation. This is a 26 December 1977 report from Krang Ta 
 
         13   Chan prisoner -- prison chief An describing the interrogation of 
 
         14   a female prisoner. I quote: 
 
         15   "When our comrade in the army interrogated her, she kept crying 
 
         16   and her face became black, which was her pretence. Therefore, 
 
         17   according to my examination, only with hot interrogation would 
 
         18   she confess. Within the army workplace at Angk Ta Saom, there are 
 
         19   no confidential places to conduct interrogation at ease. 
 
         20   Therefore, it is submitted to the Party for information. Whatever 
 
         21   the Party decides, I look forward to executing the decision." 
 
         22   [09.54.08] 
 
         23   And in this next document from Trapeang Thum Tboung commune 
 
         24   regarding the confession of a prisoner Moeung Sonn, the commune 
 
         25   reported, quote: 
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          1   "We have conducted some cold and hot methods of interrogation 
 
          2   against Moeung Sonn. He confessed they had been appointed by 
 
          3   contemptible Pung since November 1976." 
 
          4   Your Honour, I think the references in these documents to hot and 
 
          5   cold methods of interrogation is quite significant. We see that 
 
          6   in the CPK's model district, torture was systematically used in 
 
          7   virtually the similar manner, the identical manner to that we see 
 
          8   at S-21. 
 
          9   At Phnom Kraol, you heard a former Division 920 soldier, Sun 
 
         10   Vuth, testify that during his interrogation, which lasted several 
 
         11   months, he was shocked with electric cables, beaten with clubs to 
 
         12   the point of unconsciousness and told that if he did not confess, 
 
         13   they would beat him to death. 
 
         14   At Au Kanseng, it was admitted by the prison chief and deputy 
 
         15   that torture was used when needed to get prisoners to confess 
 
         16   and, like S-21, one of the methods of torture was to administer 
 
         17   electric shocks using the power from telephones. 
 
         18   [09.56.04] 
 
         19   Your Honours, the evidence proves not only that the use of 
 
         20   torture at security offices was widespread and systematic, it 
 
         21   also proves that this was widely known from the commune chiefs of 
 
         22   Tram Kak to the top leadership of the Party, including the 
 
         23   Accused. One of the methods of torture used at S-21, the use of 
 
         24   plastic bags to suffocate prisoners, was instructed to Duch by 
 
         25   Vorn Vet, then the chairman of the Special Zone, and later a 
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          1   member of the CPK Standing Committee. 
 
          2   As testified by Duch, Vorn Vet instructed him on how to torture 
 
          3   prisoners by this method and told him after covering their head 
 
          4   with a bag, quote: 
 
          5   "You comrade need to look at their neck or, rather, the pulse at 
 
          6   the neck. If it was vibrating very strongly, they would be 
 
          7   considered as spies." 
 
          8   [09.57.22] 
 
          9   During this trial, you also heard testimony from Duch about the 
 
         10   interrogation or confession summaries that were prepared for the 
 
         11   CPK leaders and routinely sent by Duch first to Son Sen and later 
 
         12   Nuon Chea. 
 
         13   Annotations on the confessions show how these documents were then 
 
         14   distributed to zone, division and ministry leaders throughout the 
 
         15   country. And in the confession summaries that were sent to the 
 
         16   leaders, there are frequent references describing the use of 
 
         17   torture to obtain the prisoner's confession. 
 
         18   Here is but one example, the S-21 confession of Nheum Sim, which 
 
         19   bears an annotation on the cover page that the document was 
 
         20   provided to Brother Nuon, Nuon Chea. And a few pages later in the 
 
         21   document, the summary report written by the interrogator states, 
 
         22   I quote: 
 
         23   "I tortured him until he confessed that he worked as a spy and a 
 
         24   CIA network." 
 
         25   Confirming his knowledge that torture was used to obtain 
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          1   confessions from prisoners, Nuon Chea told Thet Sambath in one of 
 
          2   his interviews, quote: 
 
          3   [09.58.55] 
 
          4   "They normally confessed when they were beaten painfully and 
 
          5   seriously tortured." 
 
          6   And in a January 2004 interview with "Le Monde", Khieu Samphan 
 
          7   admitted to the reporter interviewing him that, I quote: 
 
          8   "There was indeed a state institution in which systematic crime, 
 
          9   torture, extermination were state policy." 
 
         10   The document reference, Your Honours, for that interview, 
 
         11   E3/4603. 
 
         12   Let me now turn to the crime of murder and extermination. 
 
         13   Once again, Your Honours, the evidence before you proves that 
 
         14   killings at the security offices were conducted on a massive 
 
         15   scale. The evidence of those killings is beyond any dispute. At 
 
         16   Au Kanseng, the prison chief, the deputy chief and the surviving 
 
         17   prisoners all testified to a mass execution of between 100 and 
 
         18   200 Jarai people from Vietnam that took place at the security 
 
         19   office. 
 
         20   [10.00.40] 
 
         21   The prison chief and deputy also testified that the order to 
 
         22   execute those prisoners was communicated to them by Division 801 
 
         23   secretary Saroeun but had come to Saroeun through the Northeast 
 
         24   Zone secretary. And the reason that is significant, Your Honours, 
 
         25   is because in this telegram dated the 15th of June 1977, it was 
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          1   not the Division 801 secretary, but the Northeast Zone secretary, 
 
          2   who reported to the Party Centre that Division 801 had captured 
 
          3   209 Jarai ethnics who had crossed the border. 
 
          4   And it was the Northeast Zone secretary who sought instructions 
 
          5   on how to proceed, as you see in the next slide. And like most of 
 
          6   these telegrams to Phnom Penh, this telegram was copied to Uncle 
 
          7   Nuon, Nuon Chea, Office 870 and the Centre archives. 
 
          8   When prison chairman Chhaom Se was shown this document on the 8th 
 
          9   of April 2013, he confirmed that this was the same group, though 
 
         10   he testified that, to his recollection, only 100 of the Jarai 
 
         11   prisoners had been brought for execution to Au Kanseng. 
 
         12   What is clear here, though, Your Honours, what is beyond any 
 
         13   question agreed to by all the witnesses is that a mass killing of 
 
         14   these Jarai people took place and that this matter was one 
 
         15   reported to the leaders in Phnom Penh and left for them to decide 
 
         16   on the fate of these people. 
 
         17   [10.03.04] 
 
         18   With respect to Krang Ta Chan, again the evidence clearly proves 
 
         19   killings on a massive scale. Both the guards who worked there and 
 
         20   the handful of prisoners who survived agree that with few 
 
         21   exceptions, the people sent to the security office were killed. A 
 
         22   guard, Srei Than, who testified who is known as Little Duch, 
 
         23   admitted that 99 per cent of the prisoners were smashed. 
 
         24   Vann Soan, another prison cadre, agreed with Little Duch that the 
 
         25   vast majority of the prisoners were liquidated, and guard Saut 
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          1   Saing testified and admitted in this courtroom, I quote: 
 
          2   "As for the survival from the security office, I don't think 
 
          3   there were many." 
 
          4   [10.04.10] 
 
          5   On Tuesday, the civil parties played testimony from Soy Sen 
 
          6   describing the killings of prisoners at Krang Ta Chan. And in 
 
          7   addition to having witnessed some killings, Soy Sen was also 
 
          8   regularly assigned to dig the grave pits and bury the bodies of 
 
          9   the dead prisoners. 
 
         10   Other survivors from this prison also testified about the removal 
 
         11   of their fellow prisoners for execution. Vong Sarun described how 
 
         12   she saw knives being sharpened by the guards, people taken away 
 
         13   to be executed, and executioners returning soaked in blood. 
 
         14   As with S-21, the testimony of these witnesses regarding killings 
 
         15   is confirmed by contemporaneous documents from Krang Ta Chan and 
 
         16   Tram Kak. This document is a monthly report sent by Krang Ta Chan 
 
         17   totalling the number of people who entered, the number who were 
 
         18   killed that month and the number who died of illness. 
 
         19   You're looking at the report for November 1977. It's document 
 
         20   E3/2109, which states that 75 new prisoners entered that month, 
 
         21   92 were purged and six died of illness. 
 
         22   Ninety-two people executed in this one month in just this one 
 
         23   district. 
 
         24   [10.06.15] 
 
         25   We also know from the testimony of former cadres, former district 
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          1   secretaries and from surviving records that execution orders were 
 
          2   sent to the district by the Sector 13 secretary off and on 
 
          3   interrogation reports that had been sent to the sector office for 
 
          4   the prisoners. 
 
          5   And here, you will see one of those interrogation reports from 
 
          6   Krang Ta Chan, E3/2012, which contains a handwritten order from 
 
          7   Sector 13 secretary Prak to, "smash them all". 
 
          8   And Your Honours, in one of the most important moments of this 
 
          9   trial, a former Tram Kak district secretary, Neang Ouch, known as 
 
         10   Ta San, admitted that he wrote this document, a document that 
 
         11   states: 
 
         12   "Any bigger children that have already gone to the mobile units 
 
         13   or children unit, let them stay there and take just the mothers, 
 
         14   but if children cannot be separated from their mothers, bring 
 
         15   them in for interrogation and after everything is finished, sweep 
 
         16   them all clean." 
 
         17   [10.07.56] 
 
         18   The former Tram Kak district secretary testified to you that the 
 
         19   instructions on what to do with young children that are stated in 
 
         20   this letter came from the sector secretary. He admitted in this 
 
         21   courtroom that "sweep them all clean," meant to kill, to kill 
 
         22   toddlers and infants. 
 
         23   This admission from the former district secretary confirms that 
 
         24   the killing of children that was witnessed by Soy Sen at Krang Ta 
 
         25   Chan, killings of children and young babies that were admitted by 
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          1   guards Saut Saing and Srei Than were not rogue acts. They were 
 
          2   acts done pursuant to the policies and instructions of the CPK 
 
          3   leaders. 
 
          4   Like S-21, remains were collected from some of the mass graves at 
 
          5   Krang Ta Chan. Also like S-21, they were not properly preserved 
 
          6   for many years so there has undoubtedly been extensive loss in 
 
          7   the numbers. 
 
          8   Voeun Vuthy did a study of the remaining some 1,900 skulls at 
 
          9   Krang Ta Chan and testified that they bore clear markings of 
 
         10   violent trauma to the skulls similar to what he saw in the 
 
         11   Choeung Ek remains. 
 
         12   [10.09.42] 
 
         13   Your Honours, I'm going to turn to S-21 now. If you wish to 
 
         14   break, I can break now or I can continue on to address killings 
 
         15   at S-21. 
 
         16   Thank you. 
 
         17   MR. PRESIDENT: 
 
         18   Thank you. 
 
         19   It is now convenient time for a short break. We'll take a break 
 
         20   now and resume at half past 10.00 to continue our proceedings. 
 
         21   The Court is now in recess. 
 
         22   (Court recesses from 1010H to 1030H) 
 
         23   MR. PRESIDENT: 
 
         24   Please be seated. 
 
         25   The Court is now back in session and the Chamber gives the floor 
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          1   to the Deputy International Co-Prosecutor to resume the 
 
          2   submission. You may now proceed. 
 
          3   [10.31.18] 
 
          4   MR. LYSAK: 
 
          5   Thank you, Mr. President. 
 
          6   I am turning now to briefly speak about the evidence of killings 
 
          7   at S-21. Murder and extermination, Your Honours, is proven, 
 
          8   beyond any doubt, at this security office. It is admitted by the 
 
          9   prison cadres, including Duch, who has consistently testified to 
 
         10   Your Honours that all those sent to S-21 were to be smashed. 
 
         11   And you heard testimony from the prison cadres who carried this 
 
         12   out; from the cadre who recorded the names of the prisoners who 
 
         13   were being removed for execution, Mr. Suos Thy, the head of the 
 
         14   guard unit whose task was to take the prisoners from the Tuol 
 
         15   Sleng compound to Choeung Ek, Him Huy, and the head of the unit 
 
         16   at Choeung Ek, Toy Teng, that then took those prisoners from Him 
 
         17   Huy to the mass graves where they were -- one-by-one -- killed. 
 
         18   [10.33.05] 
 
         19   And there can be no doubt about this testimony because the names 
 
         20   of the prisoners taken for execution were methodically recorded 
 
         21   in lists that are in evidence in this trial. 
 
         22   There are photographs of some of the executed prisoners and when 
 
         23   just a portion of the mass graves at Choeung Ek were exhumed, 
 
         24   this is what was found. 
 
         25   Now, we were fortunate to hear, in this trial, from Voeun Vuthy, 
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          1   who conducted a study of the remains found at Choeung Ek. His 
 
          2   study confirmed the number of skulls; a number that had 
 
          3   deteriorated since the original exhumation in 1981 to '83. And of 
 
          4   great significance, Voeun Vuthy testified that when his team 
 
          5   examined, one-by-one, the over 6,000 skulls, there was only one 
 
          6   -- only one of the 6,000 that did not have any markings of 
 
          7   violent trauma. 
 
          8   Your Honours, what I'm about to show you, some gruesome photos, 
 
          9   these are the photographs of the very last victims of S-21 whom 
 
         10   Duch has identified as Y-10 cadres accused of shooting Malcolm 
 
         11   Caldwell. 
 
         12   [10.35.18] 
 
         13   As you heard from Duch, by the time of these killings, the other 
 
         14   S-21 prisoners had already been taken away and executed pursuant 
 
         15   to the orders of Nuon Chea. But a small group of these Y-10 
 
         16   cadres had been kept for further interrogation and as the very 
 
         17   last acts of the S-21 cadres fleeing the Tuol Sleng compound was 
 
         18   to kill those prisoners with bayonets while they were shackled in 
 
         19   their cells, decapitating one of them, as you see in this 
 
         20   photograph. 
 
         21   There are many, many execution records that record the killings 
 
         22   of S-21 prisoners and on the screen; you're seeing just a few 
 
         23   examples of those. 
 
         24   As set out in our brief, the surviving execution lists include at 
 
         25   least 27 instances of mass executions on single days exceeding 
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          1   100 prisoners and mostly during the 1977 and '78 purges. 
 
          2   [10.36.57] 
 
          3   In addition to the mass executions carried out in May 1978 that I 
 
          4   discussed the other day -- discussed yesterday, the surviving 
 
          5   execution lists document over a thousand prisoners killed in a 
 
          6   one-month period from July 1st to the 3rd of August 1977, 
 
          7   starting with an execution of 129 women on the 1st of July and 
 
          8   they record more than 850 prisoners killed over a one-week period 
 
          9   in October 1977, including 418 people killed in one day, on the 
 
         10   15th of October. 
 
         11   The next slide is figure 1.7 in our trial brief annexes and it 
 
         12   shows the total number of documented executions by month for the 
 
         13   execution records that are in evidence in this trial. In terms of 
 
         14   the extermination charge, Your Honours, it is clear from this 
 
         15   evidence alone, the execution lists, that there was an intent to 
 
         16   kill on a massive scale and now may be a good time for me to 
 
         17   briefly address the new total number of S-21 prisoners that was 
 
         18   put forth in our trial brief and annexes. 
 
         19   [10.39.00] 
 
         20   And I preface my remarks by going back to your first trial here 
 
         21   in 2009 and, at that time, we were working from a combined prison 
 
         22   list -- prisoner list that had 12,300 names and when Duch was 
 
         23   asked about that total in his trial -- asked about the total of 
 
         24   12,300 prisoners at S-21, his response was that the actual number 
 
         25   may have even exceeded that. And I remember being struck by that, 
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          1   even at the time, because when a person is on trial for the 
 
          2   murder of 12,300 and they say that the number may actually be 
 
          3   higher, there's a pretty good chance the number is not only 
 
          4   higher, but a lot higher. And that is what we've seen in the new 
 
          5   list that was produced by OCIJ and added to the case file and 
 
          6   into evidence last year. 
 
          7   We are very grateful to the work that was done by this OCIJ 
 
          8   analyst. This is the first time, to my knowledge, that anyone has 
 
          9   created a combined list in which each of the individual prisoners 
 
         10   are -- the source for each of those prisoners is specifically 
 
         11   documented. This is a very important and useful piece of evidence 
 
         12   that we are fortunate to have. 
 
         13   [10.41.00] 
 
         14   As you heard, however, there were time limitations on what this 
 
         15   one person could do and one of the things that was not done with 
 
         16   the OCIJ list was to include and review all the execution lists. 
 
         17   The OCIJ number of 15,100 came primarily from going through the 
 
         18   entry records. Because of that, we put together a team in our 
 
         19   office to do that last step and we went through the execution 
 
         20   records that are in evidence; we did not go outside looking for 
 
         21   more execution records, and we reviewed them. Where there were 
 
         22   missing execution dates in the OCIJ list, we added them and where 
 
         23   we found prisoners that weren't on the OCIJ list, we added -- 
 
         24   added them as new prisoners. 
 
         25   The reason we found new prisoners is because neither of the entry 
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          1   lists, nor the execution lists are complete. There are missing 
 
          2   records from both, so if you simply look at the entry lists, 
 
          3   because there are missing periods, missing documents, you will 
 
          4   not cover all the prisoners. So you need to go through both the 
 
          5   entry and the execution lists. 
 
          6   [10.42.41] 
 
          7   And when we did that in the annexes that we filed with Your 
 
          8   Honours, we have now identified 18,000 -- approximately 18,000 
 
          9   names of prisoners, of people detained at S-21 and while the 
 
         10   original OCIJ lists only had somewhat over 5,000 execution dates, 
 
         11   we have added an additional 6,000 execution dates just based on 
 
         12   the execution lists in evidence. So we've gone now -- the state 
 
         13   of affairs before, something you heard from Mr. Koppe over and 
 
         14   over, is why was -- is -- are there only 5,100 execution dates in 
 
         15   the OCIJ list. The answer we heard from the analyst was, she 
 
         16   didn't have time to review them. We have now and there are now 
 
         17   over 11,000 execution dates that are confirmed. 
 
         18   Let me turn now to another rather critical issue, which is Nuon 
 
         19   Chea's role at S-21. Some of the most important and damaging 
 
         20   evidence against Nuon Chea comes from the S-21 chairman, Duch, 
 
         21   who has consistently testified that when Son Sen was assigned to 
 
         22   the eastern battlefront in 1977 to command the DK troops in the 
 
         23   conflict against Vietnam, Duch began reporting directly to Nuon 
 
         24   Chea. 
 
         25   [10.43.56] 
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          1   Duch has testified to orders he received from Nuon Chea to 
 
          2   execute prisoners; the large execution of East Zoners in mid-'78, 
 
          3   the killing of the remaining prisoners at the end of the regime, 
 
          4   and numerous other matters which we document extensively in our 
 
          5   trial brief. 
 
          6   An important issue here, though, is the corroboration of Duch's 
 
          7   testimony of his relationship and Nuon Chea's role at S-21. This 
 
          8   is not a matter that is simply prove -- proven by Duch's 
 
          9   testimony. We obviously know, from documents and from military 
 
         10   former soldiers who testified here, that Son Sen was, in fact, in 
 
         11   the East Zone commanding the troops. 
 
         12   [10.45.43] 
 
         13   Ieng Sary, in an interview with Steve Heder, told Heder that when 
 
         14   Son Sen went to the East, quote, "Duch went directly up to Nuon 
 
         15   Chea". And most compelling, there's this S-21 confession, from 
 
         16   February 1978, which contains a hand-written note by Duch 
 
         17   recording an instruction he received from Brother Number Two to 
 
         18   remove a number of the names from that confession. 
 
         19   There is the testimony, Your Honours, heard from Nuon Chea's 
 
         20   messenger and bodyguard, Saut Toeung, that he personally 
 
         21   delivered letters from the Accused to Duch and also picked up 
 
         22   thick envelopes of documents from Duch that he brought to Nuon 
 
         23   Chea. 
 
         24   [10.46.48] 
 
         25   There are the numerous S-21 confessions, as you see here, that 
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          1   contain annotations on the cover page that they were sent to 
 
          2   Brother Nuon and there is this, a film clip, in which the Accused 
 
          3   admits to Thet Sambath that he received many confessions and if 
 
          4   we could play clip number 1, please. 
 
          5   [10.47.16] 
 
          6   (Audio-visual presentation - (video)) 
 
          7   (Interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
          8   "You told me you got the confessions so you could use them to 
 
          9   educate the cadres. I would like to clarify with you: how did you 
 
         10   use them to educate your lower cadres? 
 
         11   Regarding the reports, I did not read all of them <because there 
 
         12   were too many>. It was not my job to read them all. We used 
 
         13   confessions to educate our cadres. <> They attacked us 
 
         14   materially." 
 
         15   (End of interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         16   (End of audio-visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         17   [10.48.06] 
 
         18   MR. LYSAK: 
 
         19   Your Honours, it is clear from irrefutable pieces of evidence, 
 
         20   the markings on the S-21 confessions alone, that Nuon Chea played 
 
         21   an instrumental role in the security office. 
 
         22   Let me turn to a few comments in relation to Mr. Khieu Samphan. 
 
         23   As we state in our brief -- and let me start by acknowledging -- 
 
         24   Khieu Samphan did not have the same role Nuon Chea had when it 
 
         25   came to S-21. Nobody on our team argues that. But Khieu Samphan, 
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          1   clearly, had knowledge and he made a contribution -- a 
 
          2   significant contribution to the Joint Criminal Enterprise. That 
 
          3   is the basis of our prosecution of Khieu Samphan. 
 
          4   And one of the places that we see that is Khieu Samphan's 
 
          5   responsibility for what was, undoubtedly, the most important 
 
          6   prisoner in all of Democratic Kampuchea, the late King Father, 
 
          7   Norodom Sihanouk. 
 
          8   [10.49.29] 
 
          9   And as we see in the Standing Committee minutes for 11 March 
 
         10   1976, when Sihanouk sought to resign as the GRUNK head of state, 
 
         11   it was Khieu Samphan who presented the issue to the Standing 
 
         12   Committee and took part in the deliberations on whether Sihanouk 
 
         13   would be allowed to resign, whether he would be killed by the CPK 
 
         14   or kept alive. 
 
         15   As you see, the meeting decided that Sihanouk would not be 
 
         16   allowed to leave the country. We know that he was then placed 
 
         17   under house arrest at the Royal Palace, but that he would be kept 
 
         18   alive as long as he did not resist. 
 
         19   However, the next slide is quite significant. At this meeting, 
 
         20   presided over at the Standing Committee, it was decided to send a 
 
         21   wire to Sihanouk's children asking them to come to Cambodia 
 
         22   immediately purportedly for the New Year's and Independence 
 
         23   celebrations but, as is acknowledged in the minutes, the real 
 
         24   reason was so that the problem -- the problem could be resolved 
 
         25   cleanly. And, we know that many of Sihanouk's children and 
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          1   relatives were killed during the regime, as is in the evidence 
 
          2   from the King Father's own statements. 
 
          3   [10.51.14] 
 
          4   At the beginning of my submissions yesterday, I talked about 
 
          5   Khieu Samphan's participation in Standing Committee meetings that 
 
          6   concerned arrests and security matters and in the video you're 
 
          7   about to see, the Accused reveals his knowledge -- his personal 
 
          8   knowledge of leadership meetings at which decisions were made on 
 
          9   whether to arrest fellow CPK leaders. And if we could play clip 
 
         10   number 2, please. 
 
         11   [10.51.50] 
 
         12   (Audio-visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         13   (Interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         14   "Now let's talk about the arrests. The arrests involved 
 
         15   detention, imprisonment, and death. In this regard, I am of the 
 
         16   opinion that it is imperative that we distinguish the arrests 
 
         17   approved by Saloth Sar or Pol Pot, himself, along with Standing 
 
         18   Committee from those made by the respective arbitrary authority 
 
         19   of others in the various sectors and zones. The latter type of 
 
         20   arrests occurred and those they arrested, they kept in their 
 
         21   respective places or else they sent them to S-21. 
 
         22   Mr. Pol Pot, at the leadership echelon, only considered the 
 
         23   arrests of cadres who had committed misconduct. So then, in 
 
         24   comparison with the national-wide arrests, the number was small. 
 
         25   Kindly be informed of two arrests, the very first of all were the 
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          1   arrest of Mr. Chan Chakrey, the chairman of Division 170 in the 
 
          2   East Zone and the arrest of Mr. Chhouk, secretary of Sector 24, 
 
          3   Kampong Trabaek in the East Zone. These two arrests of cadres led 
 
          4   to the rampant arrests of cadres called the "Nine Year War 
 
          5   Group," who had joined the Vietminh to fight the French. 
 
          6   I am familiar with Pol Pot's working style. On whatever issue, he 
 
          7   always needed to collect as many documents as possible to collect 
 
          8   information to gather a great deal on the situation before making 
 
          9   a decision. This was his habit." 
 
         10   (End of interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         11   (End of audio-visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         12   [10.55.16] 
 
         13   MR. LYSAK: 
 
         14   Khieu Samphan describes arrest decisions in detail in this clip 
 
         15   and he states he was familiar with Pol Pot's working style. 
 
         16   Your Honours, in the first months of 1977, two of the fellow 
 
         17   leaders who regularly attended Standing Committee meetings with 
 
         18   Khieu Samphan and Nuon Chea were sent to S-21, Koy Thuon and Sua 
 
         19   Vasi alias Doeun, the other member with Khieu Samphan on the 870 
 
         20   Political Committee. And on the 10th of April 1977, Khieu 
 
         21   Samphan's long-time colleague and fellow ghost, Minister of 
 
         22   Propaganda Hu Nim, was arrested and sent to S-21. 
 
         23   Despite these arrests of his colleagues, Khieu Samphan continued 
 
         24   to wholeheartedly support and help implement the CPK enemy 
 
         25   policies. 
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          1   [10.56.28] 
 
          2   In his 15 April 1977 speech, given just a few days after Hu Nim's 
 
          3   arrest, Khieu Samphan stated: 
 
          4   "We must wipe out the enemy. Following the lines of domestic 
 
          5   policy, foreign policy, and military policy, everything must be 
 
          6   done neatly and thoroughly." 
 
          7   And you've heard, Your Honours, from Steve Heder in the first 
 
          8   trial. In 1980, before Khieu Samphan had any access to any 
 
          9   written books about the regime, Khieu Samphan gave a rather 
 
         10   revealing interview to Steve Heder in which he spoke extensively 
 
         11   about Khmer people who were "Yuon" undercover agents who, he -- 
 
         12   he stated to Heder, had infiltrated the highest levels of the 
 
         13   Party, including the Central and Standing Committee meetings. 
 
         14   And he told Heder, I quote, that in 1977 to '78, (his words), "We 
 
         15   managed to deal with those people completely." End of quote. 
 
         16   The evidence, Your Honours, refutes the lie we have heard from 
 
         17   Khieu Samphan -- and that he repeated to OCIJ -- that he did not 
 
         18   know of a single arrest during the period of Democratic 
 
         19   Kampuchea. 
 
         20   [10.58.20] 
 
         21   You heard, in the two trials, about political education by both 
 
         22   Accused; sometimes, by the two of them together. You heard 
 
         23   testimony from people who heard both Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan 
 
         24   speak about fellow leaders who betrayed the Party, such as Koy 
 
         25   Thuon. Witnesses such as Em Oeun, Ek Hen, Ruos Suy, all testified 
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          1   about the political education meetings. 
 
          2   Ruos Suy had a vivid memory of Nuon Chea playing a tape recorder 
 
          3   of Koy Thuon's confession. 
 
          4   [10.59.08] 
 
          5   And you heard, at the end of this trial -- near the very end, 
 
          6   from a civil party, Preap Chhon, regarding the speech that was 
 
          7   given by Khieu Samphan to people from the East Zone, which was 
 
          8   played for you, I believe, during the civil parties, in which 
 
          9   Khieu Samphan instructed the people, "Do not betray the Party. If 
 
         10   you did, you will be killed". 
 
         11   Let me conclude, Your Honours, by coming back, one more time -- 
 
         12   one last time, to Thet Sambath's interviews of Nuon Chea. We've 
 
         13   seen these, but these interviews -- the Accused clearly expresses 
 
         14   his agreement with and support for the killings of purported 
 
         15   traitors during the regime and if we could play video clip 3, 
 
         16   please. 
 
         17   [11.00.19] 
 
         18   (Audio-visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         19   (Interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         20   "Was it right to kill traitors? 
 
         21   I don't want to be accused of being brutal, but we had to 
 
         22   consider whether it was reasonable <the threat they posed to our> 
 
         23   nation. We can't just think of the individual. Believe me, if 
 
         24   these traitors were alive, the Khmers, as a people, would have 
 
         25   been finished. So I dare to suggest our decision was the correct 
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          1   one. If I had shown mercy to these people, the nation would have 
 
          2   been lost. But if the individual becomes a problem, then they 
 
          3   must be solved. 
 
          4   Are you sorry for those who were killed? 
 
          5   I have no regrets. 
 
          6   What did you do to those? 
 
          7   They were killed and destroyed. <Why would we keep them alive? If 
 
          8   we had kept them alive, it would have affected the policy.> They 
 
          9   mistreated the people. 
 
         10   What did you think of Pol Pot's' decision to kill all the 
 
         11   traitors? 
 
         12   At the time, I agreed and I just wanted to get the problem 
 
         13   solved. It was the correct solution." 
 
         14   (End of interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         15   (End of audio-visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         16   [11.02.01] 
 
         17   MR. LYSAK: 
 
         18   Your Honours, Thet Sambath had a very good follow-up question for 
 
         19   Mr. Nuon Chea on this. When he asked -- when Thet Sambath asked 
 
         20   him why the CPK leaders had to kill the alleged traitors rather 
 
         21   than just imprison them for life, Nuon Chea had an interesting 
 
         22   response and I quote Mr. Nuon Chea. 
 
         23   "That is an easy question to ask, but a difficult one to answer. 
 
         24   At that time, we had no proper prisons and if we kept them, they 
 
         25   would spread and produce their eggs and many more would have been 
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          1   killed." End of quote. 
 
          2   The assertion that they did not have prisons, obviously, a -- a 
 
          3   lie on his part, but what is most chilling are his words that 
 
          4   follow: "If we kept them, they would spread and produce their 
 
          5   eggs." That is his justification for the killings. 
 
          6   [11.03.35] 
 
          7   And we see, in this statement by Nuon Chea, his agreement with 
 
          8   the CPK practice, which you have heard extensively, of arresting 
 
          9   and killing not only the person accused of disloyalty of their 
 
         10   spouses and children. "If we kept them, they would spread and 
 
         11   produce their eggs." 
 
         12   Thank you for the time, Your Honours. I will now -- Mr. Koumjian, 
 
         13   International Co-Prosecutor, will now address you on genocide. 
 
         14   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         15   Is it possible to switch headsets; I'm having trouble with this? 
 
         16   If I could ask the Court officer to help me. 
 
         17   (Short pause) 
 
         18   [11.04.56] 
 
         19   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         20   Good morning, Your Honours, counsel. 
 
         21   I want to begin by speaking, this morning, about crimes against 
 
         22   the Vietnamese and the Cham and, in particular, I want to address 
 
         23   the charges of genocide against these two groups and talk, a 
 
         24   little bit, about the law of genocide because this is an area of 
 
         25   international jurisprudence that is still developing and many 
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          1   people do not fully understand what the elements are of genocide. 
 
          2   Genocide, Your Honours, is a crime against a group. Genocide does 
 
          3   not depend upon the number of individuals killed. There's not a 
 
          4   minimum number like there is, for example, for exterminations. 
 
          5   The charge of exterminations -- and we have that charge in -- in 
 
          6   our case; there were several charges of extermination -- requires 
 
          7   that killing be on a mass scale and certainly that took place in 
 
          8   cooperatives, worksites, and security centres. But genocide, 
 
          9   theoretically, can be committed with a single killing if that 
 
         10   killing was done with the intent to destroy a group and a group 
 
         11   has to be a national, ethnic, religious or racial group. 
 
         12   [11.06.29] 
 
         13   In this particular case, we have genocide charged involving two 
 
         14   groups, the Vietnamese in Cambodia and the Cham people in 
 
         15   Cambodia. 
 
         16   In 1946, shortly after the Second World War, the United Nations 
 
         17   General Assembly passed a resolution on genocide. That term 
 
         18   didn't even exist some years earlier. 
 
         19   Within the 11 December 1946 resolution, the General Assembly said 
 
         20   that genocide is a denial of the right of existence of entire 
 
         21   human groups as homicide is the denial of the right to live of 
 
         22   individual human beings. Such denial of the right to existence 
 
         23   shocks the conscience of mankind; results in great loses to 
 
         24   humanity in the form of cultural and other contributions 
 
         25   represented by these human groups; and is contrary to moral law. 
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          1   [11.07.38] 
 
          2   The definition of genocide -- if we could put that on the screen 
 
          3   -- Your Honours are familiar with it, but just to remind everyone 
 
          4   -- it's very particular. It requires any of five different types 
 
          5   of acts committed with the intent to destroy, in whole or in 
 
          6   part, -- and those words are very important -- a national, 
 
          7   ethnical, racial, or religious group as such. And I'll be 
 
          8   talking, in a bit, about the importance of those words "as such". 
 
          9   The five types of acts are killing members of the group, first, 
 
         10   and that is what is charged in this case in the Closing Order; 
 
         11   that the destruction of the Vietnamese and the Cham groups in 
 
         12   Cambodia was carried out, at least in part, by killing members of 
 
         13   the group. 
 
         14   But it's, I think, important to understand genocide to also look 
 
         15   at the other types of acts that are covered when they are 
 
         16   committed with the intent to destroy the group. 
 
         17   Second one is causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of 
 
         18   the group. The third, deliberately inflicting on the group 
 
         19   conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical 
 
         20   destruction. The fourth is imposing measures to prevent births 
 
         21   and the fifth, which is very important to understanding what 
 
         22   genocide is about, forcibly transferring children of the group to 
 
         23   another group. 
 
         24   [11.09.11] 
 
         25   And I'll come back to that and its importance in a bit, but 
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          1   first, I'd like to address one point that in reading the Defence 
 
          2   briefs, particularly the Nuon Chea brief, the Defence repeatedly 
 
          3   got wrong about the intent and how intent is related to Joint 
 
          4   Criminal Enterprise. 
 
          5   Repeatedly, in the brief, Nuon Chea makes the statement that the 
 
          6   physical perpetrators of the acts have to share whatever specific 
 
          7   intent is required of that crime with the members of the Joint 
 
          8   Criminal Enterprise. They cite the Brdjanin Trial Judgment, 
 
          9   paragraph 708. Now, they're correct that the Brdjanin Trial 
 
         10   Judgment said that. In fact, what the issue was in that trial was 
 
         11   the issue that they were addressing in that paragraph: Did the 
 
         12   physical perpetrator have to be a member of the Joint Criminal 
 
         13   Enterprise? 
 
         14   [11.10.18] 
 
         15   That Trial Chamber ruled that they did, but that was overturned 
 
         16   on appeal on that very same case because the appeal chamber and 
 
         17   all the subsequent appeals that have looked at this issue, all 
 
         18   the jurisprudence, recognizes that the physical perpetrators can 
 
         19   be used by members of the Joint Criminal Enterprise to commit the 
 
         20   crime. 
 
         21   If you have the guards at Choeung Ek with the hoes killing Cham 
 
         22   or Vietnamese, their specific intent is irrelevant; they're 
 
         23   carrying out orders, the same as the shooters at Srebrenica, 
 
         24   those that actually shot the 12,000 men and boys that was ruled 
 
         25   to be a genocide. 
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          1   It's not important -- and the cases found that -- whether those 
 
          2   shooters had the intent to destroy the group, in whole and in 
 
          3   part, if they were used by a member of the Joint Criminal 
 
          4   Enterprise to carry that out. 
 
          5   So in Brdjanin Appeal Judgment, in paragraph 410, the trial -- 
 
          6   the appeals chamber ruled that what matters in the first category 
 
          7   of the JCE is not whether the person who carried out the actus 
 
          8   reus of a particular crime is a member of the JCE, but whether 
 
          9   the crime in question forms part of the common purpose. 
 
         10   [11.11.51] 
 
         11   And in Karadzic, the 98bis decision of the appeals chamber, in 
 
         12   paragraph 79, this is stated even more explicitly. There the 
 
         13   appeals chamber said: 
 
         14   "It is not determinative whether the non-JCE member shared the 
 
         15   mens rea of the JCE member or that the non-JCE member knew of the 
 
         16   existence of the JCE. It's the genocidal intent of Karadzic, the 
 
         17   accused person in that case, and other alleged JCE members, not 
 
         18   the physical perpetrators of the underlying alleged genocidal act 
 
         19   that is determinative for the purpose of Joint Criminal 
 
         20   Enterprise." 
 
         21   [11.12.40] 
 
         22   There's a book in our little library here at the ECCC called, "A 
 
         23   Collective Theory of Genocidal Intent" and I think it makes the 
 
         24   point very well on page 221 where the author says: 
 
         25   "Low-level actors; the shooters, the executioners at Choeung Ek 
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          1   with the hoes and with the knives do not occupy a role that would 
 
          2   allow them to destroy the group and, therefore, they cannot truly 
 
          3   form that intention. Whether physical perpetrators at the lower 
 
          4   echelon of genocidal enterprises possess genocidal intent is no 
 
          5   longer relevant to the attribution of physical liability of 
 
          6   genocide." 
 
          7   And that also cites this Karadzic Rule 98bis decision that I 
 
          8   talked about. 
 
          9   [11.13.31] 
 
         10   So now I want to move on and talk about crimes against the 
 
         11   Vietnamese and particularly, the genocide. What the evidence in 
 
         12   this case shows is that the intent of what to do with the 
 
         13   Vietnamese changed over time. In the beginning of the regime -- 
 
         14   of the Democratic Kampuchea regime, and even before that, 
 
         15   probably starting in 1973, it was CPK policy to remove the 
 
         16   Vietnamese, send them mainly to Vietnam, remove them from 
 
         17   Cambodia. That intent evolved over time and we see in the latter 
 
         18   years of the regime that the intent was to destroy -- to kill all 
 
         19   those that remained, those that were Vietnamese -- viewed by the 
 
         20   CPK as Vietnamese had some half Vietnamese, some Vietnamese in 
 
         21   their background. 
 
         22   [11.14.40] 
 
         23   That's not unusual. In fact, if you -- anyone who knows the 
 
         24   history of the Final Solution, Hitler's plan for the Jews, he 
 
         25   actually started out with the intention to remove Jews from all 
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          1   occupied German territory and then that plan evolved to killing 
 
          2   all that were in that territory. 
 
          3   Now, transferring individuals is not, itself, one of the 
 
          4   genocidal acts, deportation; so that wouldn't be genocide. 
 
          5   However, it's important to look at that and the jurisprudence 
 
          6   shows that a transfer can be important evidence of the intent to 
 
          7   destroy the group; in this case, the Vietnamese in Cambodia. 
 
          8   [11.15.33] 
 
          9   In a similar situation, the Krstic Appeal Chamber, dealing with 
 
         10   the crimes at Srebrenica -- at Srebrenica the evidence was -- and 
 
         11   the findings of all the trial chambers in those cases -- that the 
 
         12   Serb forces collected men and boys of military age or close to 
 
         13   military age and killed them and transferred out women and very 
 
         14   young children. The Krstic Appeal Chamber held that the transfer 
 
         15   of women, children, and the elderly from the enclave could be an 
 
         16   additional means by which to ensure the physical destruction of 
 
         17   the Bosnian Muslim community in Srebrenica because it eliminated, 
 
         18   quote, "even the residual possibility that the Muslim community, 
 
         19   in that area, could reconstitute itself". 
 
         20   In this trial, we had a secretary of the autonomous sector, 
 
         21   Sector 105, testify, Sao Sarun, and he was asked -- in -- this 
 
         22   was in the 002/01 on the 6th of June 2012 -- the question: Did 
 
         23   they talk about driving all the 'Yuon' from Cambodia?" He 
 
         24   answered, "That was said and the speaker was Pol Pot." 
 
         25   [11.16.58] 
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          1   If we look at the April 1976 issue of "Revolutionary Flag", it 
 
          2   describes this deportation and this is E3/759, Your Honours. It 
 
          3   says that there are many foreigners, hundreds of thousands, and 
 
          4   one type of foreigner that was very strongly poisonous and 
 
          5   dangerous to our people. It says: 
 
          6   "These, they came to wolf us down, came to nibble at us, came to 
 
          7   swallow us, came to confiscate and take away everything, and came 
 
          8   to endanger our nation and our people." 
 
          9   [11.17.40] 
 
         10   The "Revolutionary Flag" writes to its cadres: 
 
         11   "Within 20 years, these foreigners would certainly have increased 
 
         12   to 10 million persons; however, our revolution, in particular, on 
 
         13   17 April 1975, sorted this issue out cleanly and sorted it out 
 
         14   entirely. Our democratic revolution swept hundreds of thousands 
 
         15   of these foreigners clean and expelled them from our country and 
 
         16   got them permanently out of our territory." 
 
         17   But what the evidence, Your Honours, shows is that this policy of 
 
         18   simply removing the Vietnamese, sending them to Vietnam changed 
 
         19   and we know that from the evidence of what happened and the 
 
         20   killings that occur and we know that also from the testimony of a 
 
         21   high-level military cadre, Meas Voeun. And this was, we believe, 
 
         22   a critical revelation in this trial of the true intent and policy 
 
         23   of the DK regime towards the Vietnamese and how this policy 
 
         24   changed. 
 
         25   So I'd ask that the first video clip be played and this is Meas 
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          1   Voeun's testimony from the 2nd of February last year. 
 
          2   [11.19.09] 
 
          3   (Audio-visual presentation - (video)) 
 
          4   (Interpretation of Khmer to English) 
 
          5   "Yes, I heard about that. I heard about the Vietnamese living in 
 
          6   Kampuchea. Vietnamese who lived in Cambodia did intend to cause 
 
          7   troubles to the Kampuchean people and did not do an honest 
 
          8   living. Initially, starting from 1970, they were peacefully sent 
 
          9   back to their country by the Cambodian Government and that 
 
         10   continued until 1975. So then, for us, later on, we were 
 
         11   instructed that Vietnamese had to be smashed because they did not 
 
         12   return to their country." 
 
         13   (End of interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         14   (End of audio-visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         15   [11.20.08] 
 
         16   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         17   "So later on, we were instructed that Vietnamese had to be 
 
         18   smashed because they did not return to their country." That was 
 
         19   how the policy changed and the policy was communicated to cadres 
 
         20   and to ordinary people by the top leaders of the DK, including 
 
         21   the two Accused on trial in this case through various measures to 
 
         22   incite hatred, to incite killings of Vietnamese. 
 
         23   On the 3rd of September 1978, Nuon Chea praised the army for 
 
         24   crushing the Vietnamese strategy of exterminating the Kampuchean 
 
         25   race -- that's E3/199 -- and this is so typical of genocides. The 
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          1   leaders; those who are inciting it, those who are planning it, 
 
          2   those who are organizing it, will try to depict the victims as 
 
          3   threats to the existence of their own people in order to incite 
 
          4   that killing, in order to incite ordinary people to carry out 
 
          5   their genocidal plans. 
 
          6   Twelve days later on 15 September, Nuon Chea gave a speech. He's 
 
          7   saying, The Vietnamese, quote, "will never abandon their ambition 
 
          8   to wipe out the Kampuchean race." 
 
          9   [11.21.35] 
 
         10   Pol Pot, in April 1978, warned the cadres that if Vietnamese 
 
         11   captured Cambodia, quote, "the Kampuchean race will be gone 
 
         12   within 30 years". So that would have been by 2008 Pol Pot was 
 
         13   predicting that there would be no more Cambodians. 
 
         14   Khieu Samphan referred to the Vietnamese as, quote, "our sworn 
 
         15   enemy". He said Cambodians must unite to, quote, "smash the acts 
 
         16   of aggression, expansion, and anti-Kampuchean genocide by 
 
         17   Vietnam." He called the Vietnamese the worst criminals ever; 
 
         18   ruthless, savage, international enemies. All this is from E3/296. 
 
         19   Khieu Samphan said they were evil. This is 31 December '77, 
 
         20   E3/8304. He called them barbaric and cruel and Khieu Samphan said 
 
         21   that the Vietnamese behaved like Hitler with, quote, "no morality 
 
         22   whatsoever". He claimed that they, the Vietnamese, engaged in 
 
         23   genocidal aggression. 
 
         24   Again in December, in that same document, December '77, Khieu 
 
         25   Samphan said that the Vietnamese enemy had, quote, "raped and 
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          1   killed our women" and wanted to, quote, "enslave all our people 
 
          2   and turn all of us into Vietnamese". 
 
          3   [11.23.15] 
 
          4   The "Revolutionary Flag," a magazine that we know Pol Pot and 
 
          5   Nuon Chea, in particular, were responsible for, in July '78 said 
 
          6   it was the national duty of all of us to fight to eliminate our 
 
          7   aggressive, expansionist, territorial-swallowing, and genocidal 
 
          8   "Yuon" enemy. It said the genocidal "Yuon" enemy of the 
 
          9   Kampuchean race, all those words of incitement to further the 
 
         10   genocidal policy. 
 
         11   Norodom Sihanouk, the late King Father, recalled -- this is in 
 
         12   document E3/1819 -- that he had a conversation with Khieu Samphan 
 
         13   where Khieu Samphan told him that to unite the people, quote, 
 
         14   "the best thing we could do was incite them to hate the 'Yuons' 
 
         15   more and more every day". 
 
         16   [11.24.18] 
 
         17   So I mean this is not a matter of intent, but part of the motive 
 
         18   of the genocide which is often similar in other genocides. The DK 
 
         19   leaders, to cover up the failures of their own regime; a regime 
 
         20   that brought only misery and suffering to their people, looked 
 
         21   for a foreign enemy to try to blame it all on them, to unite 
 
         22   their people that, oh, all of your suffering and everything must 
 
         23   be due to foreign enemies. 
 
         24   In January 1978, Office 870 disseminated instructions emphasizing 
 
         25   that, quote, "it is imperative to constantly stir up national and 
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          1   class anger among the people toward the 'Yuon' enemy invader". 
 
          2   Office 870, at that time, had one committee member, Khieu 
 
          3   Samphan. His co-committee member, Doeun, had already been 
 
          4   arrested and sent to S-21. 
 
          5   [11.25.26] 
 
          6   So this policy was transmitted from the top leaders down the 
 
          7   chain of command; down to cadre, down to ordinary people. One of 
 
          8   those, an ordinary soldier from the navy division, Pak Sok, 
 
          9   testified in this court on the 16th of December of 2015 about the 
 
         10   training that he had received about the Vietnamese. 
 
         11   May we please play clip 2 that has his testimony? 
 
         12   [11.26.06] 
 
         13   (Audio-visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         14   (Interpretation of Khmer to English) 
 
         15   "Regarding the hereditary enemy, it means that we had to kill 
 
         16   them all, even if it was a baby, because they are our hereditary 
 
         17   enemy. So we must kill them because that was the conflict and we 
 
         18   learned about that in the meetings of each battalion." 
 
         19   (End of interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         20   (End of audio-visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         21   [11.26.33] 
 
         22   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         23   So I see the clip did not include the question, but the question 
 
         24   was: "Now, what exactly did the instructor say about the 
 
         25   hereditary enemy, the Vietnamese?" And again, he answered, "We 
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          1   were instructed to kill even if it was a baby, because they are 
 
          2   our hereditary enemy." 
 
          3   Now, was the intent really to kill all the Vietnamese? Well, I 
 
          4   think if you want to know the intent of an organization, the 
 
          5   words of the leader of that organization are critical. So let's 
 
          6   look at a speech that Pol Pot gave, E3/4604, slide number 2, 
 
          7   please, if we put that on the screen. 
 
          8   This is "Revolutionary Flag" and it reproduces a speech that Pol 
 
          9   Pot gave and was broadcast on the radio. He said: "Up until 
 
         10   today, we have implemented one against 30 meaning we lose one, 
 
         11   the 'Yuon' lose 30." 
 
         12   [11.27.39] 
 
         13   He went on to say: 
 
         14   "When we have 2 million, they need 60 million. So when we have 2 
 
         15   million, we already have more than we need to fight them because 
 
         16   they only have 50 million. We don't need to use 8 million. We can 
 
         17   use a force of only 2 million to fight and smash the 'Yuon' and 
 
         18   still have 6 million left." 
 
         19   Now, let's look at this remarkable, shocking statement. Pol Pot 
 
         20   is saying -- he's estimating 8 million Cambodians -- that he's 
 
         21   willing to sacrifice 2 million of them. He can use two against 
 
         22   30. Two million can die in order to kill all the Vietnamese that 
 
         23   exist. He says only 50 million. With just 2 million, we can kill 
 
         24   all. 
 
         25   It's not often that we have the luxury in a genocide trial of a 
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          1   statement so clear about the genocidal intent. 
 
          2   I could break now, Your Honour, -- I'm about to move on a 
 
          3   slightly different subject -- or continue. 
 
          4   [11.28.57] 
 
          5   MR. PRESIDENT: 
 
          6   Thank you. It is now appropriate time for our lunch break. The 
 
          7   Chamber will take a break now and resume at 1.30 this afternoon 
 
          8   to continue our proceedings. So parties, please be informed 
 
          9   Security personnel, you are instructed to take Khieu Samphan to 
 
         10   the waiting room downstairs and have him returned to attend the 
 
         11   proceedings, in this courtroom, this afternoon before 1.30. 
 
         12   The Court is now in recess. 
 
         13   (Court recesses from 1129H to 1329H) 
 
         14   MR. PRESIDENT: 
 
         15   Please be seated. 
 
         16   The Court is in session and the International Co-Prosecutor is 
 
         17   given the floor to resume the presentation. 
 
         18   You may now proceed. 
 
         19   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         20   Thank you, Mr. President. When we left off, I had discussed the 
 
         21   speech by Pol Pot about killing 50 million Vietnamese, the 
 
         22   population of Vietnam, and how that was broadcast on the radio. 
 
         23   [13.31.05] 
 
         24   One of the ways that that manifested itself, the consequences of 
 
         25   this policy and this incitement, can be seen in actions by DK 
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          1   troops when they crossed the border and attacked into Vietnam. 
 
          2   Now, these attacks and crimes outside of the territory of 
 
          3   Cambodia are not part of the charges in this case within the 
 
          4   scope of this trial. 
 
          5   What the relevant for, though, is this critical issue of intent 
 
          6   that we talked about and how this policy and incitement against 
 
          7   the Vietnamese manifested itself. 
 
          8   So if I understand the Defence position is that these attacks did 
 
          9   not occur, this has been shown in the trial including through the 
 
         10   testimony of an expert requested by the Defence, Mr. Stephen 
 
         11   Morris. 
 
         12   [13.32.09] 
 
         13   And Professor Morris testified that on the 30th of April -- this 
 
         14   is in his book, page 98 of his book: "On April 30, 1977, Khmer 
 
         15   Rouge units attacked several villages and towns in An Giang and 
 
         16   Chau Doc provinces of South Vietnam, burning houses and killing 
 
         17   hundreds of civilians." 
 
         18   Expert witness Nayan Chanda who testified in an earlier trial, 
 
         19   his transcripts are part of the evidence in this case and also 
 
         20   his book. 
 
         21   And in his book, "Brother Enemy" pages 99 to 100, he talks about 
 
         22   a Hungarian journalist, Sandor Gyori, who was taken to the border 
 
         23   region inside Vietnam in Tây Ninh and Chanda indicates that Gyori 
 
         24   witnessed ruin buildings and many dead and burned people, mainly 
 
         25   women and children. He reported on the destruction of several 
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          1   villages and civilian casualties, running into the hundreds. 
 
          2   [13.33.27] 
 
          3   When Nayan Chanda testified in 2009, he talked about his own 
 
          4   visits to areas that had been attacked by DK troops near the 
 
          5   border. 
 
          6   And he said on the 25th of May: 
 
          7   "The village that I visited looked like it had been hit by a 
 
          8   storm. Houses were destroyed and a lot of debris still lying 
 
          9   around. I met some survivors who had told me about what happened. 
 
         10   I must say I was shaken by the accounts of the atrocities that 
 
         11   were committed during this attack. I have never heard of such 
 
         12   brutalities perpetrated by man upon women, children; innocent 
 
         13   people." 
 
         14   He went on to say: "That is a visit which is absolutely engraved 
 
         15   in my memory and I even have a personal nightmare about those 
 
         16   visits. I have never seen in my reporting career as many bodies 
 
         17   of civilians killed most brutally and left there. And the 
 
         18   mindlessness of this attack was most astonishing that I wondered 
 
         19   what these people had done to merit that kind of death." 
 
         20   [13.34.44] 
 
         21   And the evidence of this has even been commented on by Khieu 
 
         22   Samphan in his own book about Cambodia's recent history, E3/18. 
 
         23   He wrote: "The events recounted by people like Chanda are 
 
         24   irrefutable. There is no doubt that the Khmer Rouge made forays 
 
         25   into Vietnamese villages along the border, committing appalling 
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          1   crimes against Vietnam civilians." 
 
          2   And of course, Your Honours, Khieu Samphan and Nuon Chea would 
 
          3   know about this because they were the Centre's centre of the DK 
 
          4   regime. 
 
          5   There even are surviving reports from these battlefields by DK 
 
          6   units to the Centre. One of those is E3/243. It's a telegram 
 
          7   dated 19 January 1978. It's actually from So Phim using his alias 
 
          8   Chhon to Brother Pol with copies to Uncle Nuon, Nuon Chea; 
 
          9   Brother Van, Brother Vorn and Office and "Office" undoubtedly 
 
         10   being Office 870 where Khieu Samphan, at that time, would have 
 
         11   been the only member. 
 
         12   In paragraph 1 of that report So Phim reports: "We launched"-- 
 
         13   MR. PRESIDENT: 
 
         14   Please hold on. There is an issue with interpretation. 
 
         15   (Short pause) 
 
         16   [13.37.21] 
 
         17   MR. PRESIDENT: 
 
         18   Please resume your presentation and repeat the last few sentences 
 
         19   you said. 
 
         20   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         21   Thank you, Mr. President. 
 
         22   So in this telegram, E3/243 from So Phim; that's to Pol Pot and 
 
         23   Nuon Chea and Office 870, he reports: "We launched guerilla 
 
         24   attack in their territory two kilometres from our border. Result: 
 
         25   We smashed 30 military houses and burned down several civilian 
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          1   houses. We smashed two enemy motorboats. The people in the 
 
          2   motorboats were all destroyed." 
 
          3   [13.38.07] 
 
          4   He also reports that: "At 3 a.m., we continued firing Rocket 107 
 
          5   into Hok Ngi market. We could not grasp the result. However, we 
 
          6   saw it was on fire." 
 
          7   Another telegram is E3/1076. It's dated 8th of April 1978 and 
 
          8   it's sent by Son Sen with his alias 47. 
 
          9   And in that telegram he reports: "We attacked and entered the 
 
         10   Dong Thap population centre and the market south of Trapang Piyum 
 
         11   (phonetic) and Tan Chau. We killed and wounded many hundreds of 
 
         12   them and burned hundreds of houses. We continued to fire 107 
 
         13   millimetres and DK-75s into Tan Chau. 
 
         14   [13.39.10] 
 
         15   Late King Father Norodom Sihanouk recalled Pol Pot telling him 
 
         16   that the DK army were sent to, quote, "To Kampuchea Krom with the 
 
         17   mission to kill as many men, women and children as possible of 
 
         18   the evil race." 
 
         19   So what we see is that around 1977 there seems to have been a 
 
         20   decision made that no longer would there be an attempt to deport 
 
         21   the few Vietnamese that remained in the country but, rather, to 
 
         22   kill them. 
 
         23   Prum Sarun in Banan district in the Northwest Zone, testified 
 
         24   here on 8th of December 2015 that his battalion chief told him to 
 
         25   report any Vietnamese in the units who would then be sent to the 
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          1   district and killed. 
 
          2   Heng Lai Heang from Kratie, Sector 505, testified on the 19th of 
 
          3   September 2016 that his uncle was a Khmer person, Nam (phonetic), 
 
          4   whose wife was ethnic Vietnamese. The children did not speak 
 
          5   Vietnamese. They only spoke Khmer. But all of them were collected 
 
          6   and taken away. 
 
          7   He said, quote, "Because they had a policy that people who were 
 
          8   connected to the Vietnamese network or relationship were not 
 
          9   spared". 
 
         10   [13.40.54] 
 
         11   And Your Honours, I have -- we have prepared a very short video 
 
         12   compilation of bits of testimonies that we've heard in this Court 
 
         13   from witnesses and civil parties, that is Prak Doeun on the 2nd 
 
         14   of December 2015; Choeung Yaing Chaet, 7 December of 2015; Uch 
 
         15   Sunlay, the 2nd of March 2016, and also on the 1st of March; and 
 
         16   Heng Lai Heang, 19 September 2015 (sic); Sin Chhem, 14 December 
 
         17   2015; and finally, Pak Sok, on 16 December 2015. 
 
         18   So if that could just be played to remind us of some of the 
 
         19   testimony we've had about how the Vietnamese were treated? 
 
         20   [13.41.46] 
 
         21   (Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         22   "Comrade Hem (phonetic), the unit chief of mine, told me about 
 
         23   that. He tried to console me the next morning that my wife and 
 
         24   child <would not come back to life since they> had been <smashed 
 
         25   by Angkar>. 
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          1   And the comrade blamed me why I married the Vietnamese wife, <not 
 
          2   the Khmer wife>. They took him close to the pit where they would 
 
          3   execute him. It was about 100 metres away near the foothill. 
 
          4   However, I did not see them kill my parents when I arrived at the 
 
          5   pit. I saw their dead bodies in the pit, dead bodies of my 
 
          6   father, my mother and my siblings. 
 
          7   My wife was half-blooded Vietnamese and my children were 
 
          8   considered Vietnamese grandchildren. <It was the policy of the DK 
 
          9   leadership and> it was known by the Khmer Rouge <at all levels>. 
 
         10   And the same policy of Khmer Rouge was fully known by the 
 
         11   grassroots that to dig up grass, one must dig up the roots. It 
 
         12   means when the Vietnamese mother and children were taken, their 
 
         13   grandchildren and great-grandchildren were considered Vietnamese 
 
         14   KGB agents and they would be taken as well. I knew this clearly 
 
         15   because I witnessed it and I observed it myself. 
 
         16   I <witnessed> children and small children <being> killed. And 
 
         17   among them three children were mine; two sons, one daughter." 
 
         18   [13.43.24] 
 
         19   "My first child was Sothira, who was born in 1970. So he was 
 
         20   eight years old when he was killed. My second child was 
 
         21   Sothireak, and this child was born in 1975. And the youngest 
 
         22   child Sothida, <my baby girl,> who was about one year old. 
 
         23   And what <made it even> worse was that the Khmer Rouge 
 
         24   distributed the clothes from those people they killed to people 
 
         25   in the cooperatives <saying that those were trophies>. <And when 
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          1   a lady by the name of Lom (phonetic) and other women saw the 
 
          2   clothes including blouses, shorts, krama and T-shirts, they knew 
 
          3   it immediately that they had belonged to my wife and children. 
 
          4   They knew which clothes belonged to my wife, Sa Kam Ni, and which 
 
          5   ones belonged to my children. They knew for certain that they 
 
          6   were all killed at the edge of Kaoh Trong. It was very painful to 
 
          7   hear them claimed that those clothes were trophies."> 
 
          8   [13.44.15] 
 
          9   <"I was so depressed that I could not eat or drink. When I went 
 
         10   out, I just looked to the ground. I tried to avoid meeting with 
 
         11   anyone because the Party instructed us not to cry, not to look 
 
         12   down, and that we had to be determined, make a high sacrifice for 
 
         13   the purpose of the great Party. So we could not let people see 
 
         14   that we suffered or we had emotional problem. We had to show that 
 
         15   the working class the Communist Party of Kampuchea was great and 
 
         16   strong, and was achieving great accomplishments.> 
 
         17   When Vietnam invaded, they set up the mechanism to encounter the 
 
         18   Vietnamese. The measures that were meant to educate people at the 
 
         19   rear was that, for those who were half-blooded Vietnamese had to 
 
         20   be smashed. Otherwise, when Vietnamese made an entry, they would 
 
         21   collude with the Vietnamese side. 
 
         22   That was the set principle. 
 
         23   Those who had Vietnamese wives and children, their wives together 
 
         24   with the children were taken away and killed. I felt pity on 
 
         25   them. At least they should have kept their children alive." 
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          1   [13.45.52] 
 
          2   "MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
          3   "Q. Let me go back to something, when a mixed couple with a 
 
          4   Vietnamese wife, if the wife was Vietnamese and she was taken 
 
          5   away, what happened to the children? 
 
          6   "A. The children were also taken away and killed. It was so 
 
          7   brutal." 
 
          8   "MR. LYSAK: 
 
          9   "Q. How many of the Vietnamese people in your commune were taken 
 
         10   away and killed, Madam Witness? 
 
         11   "A. They were taken away. Four families were taken away." 
 
         12   [13.46.54] 
 
         13   "Regarding the question posed to the ethnic Vietnamese people on 
 
         14   the boat, they amputated -- the man with the amputated arm was a 
 
         15   soldier. Besides, there were ordinary people. When we asked them, 
 
         16   'Where you were heading to?' they answered they were heading to 
 
         17   Thailand and they were arrested between the island of Tang and 
 
         18   Poulo Wai and they were brought into the <Ou Chhea Teal> port." 
 
         19   "MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         20   "Q. Were they - did they have any arms or attempt to resist 
 
         21   arrest? 
 
         22   "A. No. There were no guns and weapons." 
 
         23   [13.47.42] 
 
         24   "MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         25   "Q. Do you remember any -- a baby being among that group? Do you 
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          1   remember if there was an infant? 
 
          2   "A. I can recall that. At the time when they were brought into Ou 
 
          3   Chhea Teal port, the baby cried loudly because the mother was 
 
          4   tied up and then the baby was <in need for> breastfeeding and 
 
          5   then the soldier threw the baby into the sea." 
 
          6   (End of Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
          7   [13.48.26] 
 
          8   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
          9   Now, as Meas Voeun who was the deputy West Zone division 
 
         10   commander, Division 1, testified that he turned over Vietnamese 
 
         11   refugees that were captured at sea to the navy Division 164, Pak 
 
         12   Sok, the man you just saw, was a cadre, a low-level cadre and 
 
         13   soldier in Division 164. 
 
         14   He talked about the killing of that baby and the 11 other people 
 
         15   who were with the baby. And he also talked about the killing of 
 
         16   another family that was captured at sea, the father, mother and a 
 
         17   small child, all executed and thrown into a pit. 
 
         18   Again, we have additional documents, if we can see slide number 
 
         19   3, showing that these crimes, these killings were reported to the 
 
         20   Centre. I think we actually saw part of this telegram earlier 
 
         21   today. 
 
         22   But in the earlier part -- this is a telegram from the 4th of 
 
         23   August 1978, E3/1094 from the West Zone and it indicated that it 
 
         24   applied the Party's line to routinely remove, screen and sweep 
 
         25   clean enemies by screening for, among others, "Yuon" aliens. 
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          1   [13.49.52] 
 
          2   And then it reported the result of this screening which you will 
 
          3   see on the screen: "Smashed 100 ethnic 'Yuon' including small and 
 
          4   big adults and children." 
 
          5   Finally, Your Honours, the treatment of this small Vietnamese 
 
          6   community that remained at the end of the regime in 1977-78 is 
 
          7   also shown through the records of the Centre's own security 
 
          8   centre, S-21, operating under the command of Nuon Chea. 
 
          9   If we can have slide number 4, this is taken from our final trial 
 
         10   brief, annex F-2. It indicates Vietnamese arrested by month and 
 
         11   sent to S-21. And as you can see there is a huge spike that 
 
         12   begins in early 1978 of Vietnamese brought in. 
 
         13   And if we can see the next slide, please? 
 
         14   This shows how in S-21 the authorities there described the 
 
         15   Vietnamese prisoners. It's a total record that we have identified 
 
         16   of 728 individuals identified as Vietnamese, approximately 34.9 
 
         17   per cent were classified as soldiers; a much bigger number, 49 
 
         18   per cent as civilians. 
 
         19   [13.51.29] 
 
         20   Prak Khan, you will recall, was one of the interrogators at S-21. 
 
         21   And he testified last year about one particular incident where a 
 
         22   Vietnamese family was brought in. 
 
         23   You can play the next video, please, number 4. 
 
         24   (Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         25   (Interpretation from Khmer to English) 
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          1   "There was a two-story house and it was used as an office to 
 
          2   receive prisoners. Upon my arrival, I was standing guard on the 
 
          3   ground floor. And then there was a family, a Vietnamese family 
 
          4   who arrived, a husband, wife and a young daughter who was about 
 
          5   one-year old -- who was more than one-year old. The child 
 
          6   followed the parents and Dek Bou and Tuy dragged the child away 
 
          7   from the parents and the parents were taken into the office <for 
 
          8   registration>. The doors were closed at the time. And afterwards 
 
          9   the child was <brought outside and> was dropped off from the high 
 
         10   floor and died. And then <I was ordered to take away the dead 
 
         11   child to be buried> to the southern area of that office." 
 
         12   (End of interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         13   (End of Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         14   [13.53.27] 
 
         15   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         16   Your Honours, one of the things that we've learned from the 
 
         17   testimony of cadre from S-21, is that children were not normally 
 
         18   registered. Their photos weren't taken and their names weren't 
 
         19   written down when they were brought into S-21. So the surviving 
 
         20   records that we have, we submit, do not reflect the -- accurately 
 
         21   the number of children that were taken to S-21 and executed 
 
         22   around -- in and around S-21. But there are some surviving 
 
         23   records of children of Vietnamese ethnicity. 
 
         24   We can show the next slide. We showed this -- my colleague showed 
 
         25   this, this morning, talking about S-21. Again, there are not many 
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          1   pictures that survived. 
 
          2   But this is a 13-year old Vietnamese girl from Svay Rieng who 
 
          3   entered S-21 in May 1978 along with her brother who was five 
 
          4   years younger than her. He was only eight years old -- and her 
 
          5   father who was listed on the records of S-21 as "doing rice 
 
          6   field" in Svay Rieng. 
 
          7   [13.54.34] 
 
          8   This young girl, Vin Thingok is one of 16 Vietnamese children 
 
          9   between the ages of 13 and 15 who appear in the records of S-21 
 
         10   that survived -- the records that survived. 
 
         11   If we can go to the next slide in the records -- excuse me, it 
 
         12   should be slide 7, yes. 
 
         13   In the records of S-21, there are seven children between the ages 
 
         14   of 10 and 11 years old, seven Vietnamese children. 
 
         15   Here is one of these Vietnamese children, Le Yaing Ve. He is 
 
         16   number 610 -- excuse me. He is number 12590 on the OCIJ list. 
 
         17   This photo is number 610 from the more recent collection that 
 
         18   DC-Cam brought -- shared with us. 
 
         19   [13.55.28] 
 
         20   He was one from the Southwest Zone and entered S-21 on the 12th 
 
         21   of October 1978. 
 
         22   The other young children are listed in a footnote, not brief, 
 
         23   footnote number 2303 of our final brief. And among them is 
 
         24   another eight-year old girl, Le Thimiphoeun. She is number 12697 
 
         25   on the OCIJ list. 
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          1   And there's also two seven-year old boys who are listed. One of 
 
          2   them -- again, we don't have photographs that survived from these 
 
          3   children. 
 
          4   One of them, Troeng Yaing Fak, he was -- entered S-21 on the 30th 
 
          5   of October 1978 and the next day he was executed. He is described 
 
          6   by S-21, seven-year old, as a Vietnamese spy, as was another 
 
          7   seven-year old boy, Troeng Yaing Ngok. He is number 12660 on the 
 
          8   OCIJ list. 
 
          9   [13.56.47] 
 
         10   Your Honours, if we can go back to the next slide? 
 
         11   Go to the next slide. It's E3/4604. 
 
         12   It's a copy of the "Revolutionary Flag" magazine from April 1978 
 
         13   and this talks about the success of the policy of sweeping clean 
 
         14   the Vietnamese. It indicates, "And now, how about 'Yuon'? There 
 
         15   are no 'Yuon' in Kampuchean territory. Formerly there were nearly 
 
         16   one million of them. Now, there is not one seed of them to be 
 
         17   found." 
 
         18   While most of the Vietnamese were transported out of Cambodia in 
 
         19   the early years of the regime the policy, as I said, evolved to 
 
         20   killing the few that remained, many or perhaps most of them being 
 
         21   simply people of mixed blood, were married to Khmer spouses. 
 
         22   Those killings constitute genocide. It was an attempt to destroy 
 
         23   the Vietnamese ethnic group in Cambodia as such. 
 
         24   [13.58.02] 
 
         25   So I would now like to move on and talk about the Cham people. In 
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          1   the Cham -- the story of what happened to the Cham is a different 
 
          2   history than what happened to the Vietnamese. It differs in 
 
          3   several respects. 
 
          4   If we can go back to the definition of genocide, we are going to 
 
          5   have that slide put up again, the first slide. 
 
          6   We called it -- genocide is defined as certain acts of just 
 
          7   killing members of the group with the intent to destroy, in whole 
 
          8   or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group as 
 
          9   such. 
 
         10   One of the issues that is still developing in international law, 
 
         11   and your judgment I believe will be critical in the further 
 
         12   development of this international law on genocide, what do these 
 
         13   words "as such" mean? 
 
         14   It's a fundamental principle of statutory construction 
 
         15   interpreting any law that all words in the statute are presumed 
 
         16   to have a meaning. They are not put there for no purpose. 
 
         17   [13.59.17] 
 
         18   So what does it mean -- let's just take religious group -- to 
 
         19   destroy a religious group as such? Why do they add the words "as 
 
         20   such"? 
 
         21   Well, we submit that a religious group, for example, is a group 
 
         22   of people that have in common a faith. They practice. They have 
 
         23   certain beliefs that they share. They practice their religion 
 
         24   together. 
 
         25   If you stop these people from practicing their religion the group 
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          1   does not -- no longer exists. The individuals may exist but you 
 
          2   have destroyed the religious group as such. And there are various 
 
          3   ways you can do that. Some of them would amount to genocide and 
 
          4   some would not. If you simply, for example, close schools down 
 
          5   that may be persecution but it is not genocide. 
 
          6   [14.00.13] 
 
          7   But if, as part of your policy, you kill members of the group, 
 
          8   that's one of the five genocidal acts. That is genocide. You kill 
 
          9   members of the group with the intent to destroy in whole or in 
 
         10   part the group as such, you have committed genocide. 
 
         11   So there has been some language in literature and even in the 
 
         12   dicta of some earlier cases where they interpreted those words 
 
         13   "as such" we believe absolutely incorrectly. They said, well, as 
 
         14   such means you kill them because they're Muslim for example. But 
 
         15   that would mean that the words are superfluous because the 
 
         16   statute already says without that killing members of the group 
 
         17   with the intent to destroy the group. 
 
         18   So what does it mean "destroy the group as such"? Again, it means 
 
         19   while the individuals, some of them may live on, the group is 
 
         20   destroyed as a group. It identifies itself as an ethnic national 
 
         21   racial or religious group. 
 
         22   [14.01.16] 
 
         23   If you take a religious group and you say if you do not convert, 
 
         24   we will kill you, you kill those who refuse to convert. You 
 
         25   destroy the group as such because those who are not killed are 
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          1   those who gave up their religion. By killing members of the group 
 
          2   those who insist on maintaining their identity as a member of 
 
          3   that group you've destroyed this group. 
 
          4   We believe that's happening in other places in the world right 
 
          5   now at the moment also. 
 
          6   So this is very critical because the Cham people -- it is also 
 
          7   the case that the policy to the Cham evolved over time. 
 
          8   And we had evidence in our case that the attempts to forcibly 
 
          9   assimilate the Cham; to prevent them from practicing their 
 
         10   religion; prevent them from wearing their traditional dress; 
 
         11   prevent them from speaking their own language; occurred early in 
 
         12   the regime even before 1975, even as early as 1973 this type of 
 
         13   persecution started to try to forcibly assimilate the Cham. 
 
         14   [14.02.14] 
 
         15   And then the policy changed particularly after the rebellions 
 
         16   when small villages in Svay Khleang, Koh Phal refused to give up 
 
         17   their religion and picked up knives and swords to try to fight 
 
         18   the Khmer Rouge who were armed with guns and heavy weapons. And 
 
         19   then they were seen more suspiciously by the regime, "Oh, this 
 
         20   group is not so willing to go along with this." 
 
         21   The next policy was in addition to killing. The killings began, 
 
         22   but also they began to try to disperse the Cham, to send them 
 
         23   especially out of the areas where the Cham were traditionally 
 
         24   concentrated, that is, along the Mekong around Kampong Cham 
 
         25   province, particularly the three districts of Kampong Siem, 
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          1   Krouch Chhmar and Kang Meas, those three districts. 
 
          2   [14.03.36] 
 
          3   So, one of the first ways that the authorities attempted to 
 
          4   destroy the group, was by forbidding the practice of the 
 
          5   religion. 
 
          6   Now, the Defence in the brief filed by Nuon Chea, they point to 
 
          7   various decisions where certain restrictions on religious 
 
          8   practice had been found to be not violating international law, 
 
          9   things like you cannot pray in the street. 
 
         10   However, for example, one of the cases I believe they cite, 
 
         11   S.A.S. v. France, provides clearly in paragraph 125, 
 
         12   international law recognizes it's a human right to practice, to 
 
         13   manifest one's religion. What that case says in paragraph 125, 
 
         14   and I quote: 
 
         15   "While religious freedom is primarily a matter of individual 
 
         16   conscience, it also implies freedom to manifest one's religion, 
 
         17   alone and in private, or in community with others, in public and 
 
         18   within the circle of those whose faith one shares." 
 
         19   Well, that's exactly what was forbidden by the Khmer Rouge for 
 
         20   the Muslims, also for Buddhists. It forbade the practice of 
 
         21   religion. They stopped teaching -- the teaching of religion to 
 
         22   children. That was forbidden. The custom and the language of the 
 
         23   Cham they attempted to outlaw. And they tried to disperse the 
 
         24   Cham from these areas they were concentrated to other areas 
 
         25   around Cambodia. 
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          1   [14.05.22] 
 
          2   Even Ban Seak, Or Ho, the district secretary in Krouch Chhmar 
 
          3   late in the regime -- you'll recall he testified here the 5th of 
 
          4   October, and I believe it was 2015 -- he didn't admit many 
 
          5   things, particularly about his own role in the killing of Cham, 
 
          6   but one of the things he did admit is that the Cham were 
 
          7   prohibited from practicing their religion. 
 
          8   Another witness, Or Ho, had been a village chief in Kampong Thom 
 
          9   during the DK regime. And he said that a higher representative of 
 
         10   Angkar told him, quote, "In Kampuchea there would only be one 
 
         11   single population that is Khmer. There wouldn't be no Cham." He 
 
         12   testified to that on the 20th of May 2015. 
 
         13   [14.05.59] 
 
         14   He also testified that the Cham were not allowed to stay in their 
 
         15   village and they were relocated or dispersed here and there. He 
 
         16   said, "As for their religion or we can say also for Buddhism, the 
 
         17   religion was abolished. They were not allowed to worship 
 
         18   anymore." 
 
         19   Him Man testified in this Court. He was a Cham from Kang Meas 
 
         20   District. He told the Court that after, Your Honours, that after 
 
         21   the 17th of April Khmer Rouge victory during the dry season, most 
 
         22   of the Cham were forcibly sent to other places. He said including 
 
         23   the Hakim in his village, the religious leader. And his family 
 
         24   was one of only about 30 families that were allowed to remain 
 
         25   while previously there had been 200 to 300 families. 
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          1   [14.07.16] 
 
          2   Him Man testified that, quote: "The Khmer Rouge would broadcast 
 
          3   announcements. As of now, there are no longer any Cham and no 
 
          4   longer any Khmer. We are all part of the same nation, the Khmer 
 
          5   nation." 
 
          6   He said that during that dry season in 1975 the Cham that 
 
          7   remained were called to a meeting and the village chief told 
 
          8   them, quote: "Everything in relation to Islamic religion, we were 
 
          9   prohibited from practicing the religion. And at the time we were 
 
         10   told that the wheel of history was moving on and if we happened 
 
         11   to put our hands in or put our legs in to stop the wheel, our 
 
         12   limbs would be cut." 
 
         13   Him Man testified to that on the 17th of April 2015. 
 
         14   Another witness was It Sen. It Sen told OCIJ that in Ampil 
 
         15   village in Kampong Cham under the DK regime, quote: "We were not 
 
         16   allowed to obey Cham religion and to speak Cham language. Women 
 
         17   were required to have very short haircut. We were forced to have 
 
         18   collective meals and to eat pork. No explanation was made by the 
 
         19   Khmer Rouge and those who refused such practices would be 
 
         20   killed." 
 
         21   [14.08.47] 
 
         22   There was an incident -- there weren't that many Cham in the 
 
         23   Northwest Zone but there was an incident that's reported in one 
 
         24   of the weekly reports from Sector 5. This is document E3/178 
 
         25   where the local authorities report to the Centre, Angkar, that 
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          1   Cham in the Northwest Zone who had attempted to rely on the 
 
          2   constitution's promise of freedom of religion. They were 
 
          3   protesting the food that was being served. They said it was 
 
          4   against their religion. 
 
          5   And the Sector 5 Committee reports, "For this situation we have 
 
          6   taken special measures, that is, look for their string. Look for 
 
          7   the head of their movement in order to sweep clean." 
 
          8   Another way you destroy a group is by targeting specific parts of 
 
          9   the group that are very important for the group's survival. 
 
         10   [14.09.53] 
 
         11   In the Krstic appeal judgment, they talked about that. In 
 
         12   paragraph 12, the Appeals Chamber said, "In addition to the 
 
         13   numeric size of the targeted portion, its prominence within the 
 
         14   group can be a useful consideration. If a specific part of the 
 
         15   group is emblematic of the overall group, or is essential to its 
 
         16   survival, that may support a finding that the part qualifies as 
 
         17   substantial within the meaning of the genocide convention." 
 
         18   We recall the requirement is that you attempt to destroy in whole 
 
         19   or in part. The cases say the "in part" has to be a substantial 
 
         20   part and substantial in the sense that it affects -- could affect 
 
         21   the remainder of the group. 
 
         22   [14.10.41] 
 
         23   This happened in the Democratic Kampuchea to the Cham where the 
 
         24   number of Hakim, the Cham village leaders, declined from about 
 
         25   113 to 20. This is from Ysa Osman's reports and books -- and the 
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          1   number of Tuon, the teachers of Islam, from 300 to 38. 
 
          2   Ysa Osman testified on the 10th of February last year that in the 
 
          3   early DK years, '75 and '76, killing was not directed at all Cham 
 
          4   but only at those who refused to obey instructions to give up 
 
          5   religion, customs and language. 
 
          6   But that itself can be sufficient to constitute genocide if you 
 
          7   target these people who refuse to give up their religion, customs 
 
          8   and language. If you kill all of them you will have destroyed the 
 
          9   group. 
 
         10   But in any event, Ysa Osman went on to say that the policy 
 
         11   changed toward the end of the regime as the regime leaders became 
 
         12   more paranoid and more deadly. 
 
         13   So I would like to show slide number 8. 
 
         14   [14.11.58] 
 
         15   I talked about the Cham heartland. We had a lot of testimony 
 
         16   about these three districts: Kampong Siem, Krouch Chhmar and Kang 
 
         17   Meas because they are essential parts of the Cham community in 
 
         18   Cambodia, and, we submit, it's necessary for the survival of the 
 
         19   group. They constitute a substantial part whose survival would 
 
         20   certainly affect the survival of the whole group in Cambodia. 
 
         21   Now, early parts of the regime, as I said, the policy was to 
 
         22   break up the Cham, particularly in this area along the river. And 
 
         23   we see that in the next slide in telegram 15 sent by So Phim to 
 
         24   the Centre. It's from November 1975. 
 
         25   And he talks about the deportation of the Cham. He says: "We have 
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          1   deported only the Cham from along the river and the border. The 
 
          2   transfer is in principle designed to disperse the Cham, as per 
 
          3   our previous discussion." 
 
          4   So Phim, of course, being one of the members of the Standing 
 
          5   Committee, although he often was away and not attending meetings, 
 
          6   a member of the highest policy-making body of the Khmer Rouge of 
 
          7   the DK regime. 
 
          8   [14.13.33] 
 
          9   Now I would like to talk a little bit about the testimony of one 
 
         10   very important witness, and that was the former district 
 
         11   secretary in Kampong Siem; one of those three districts we just 
 
         12   saw. 
 
         13   In the Nuon Chea final brief, recognizing how damaging her 
 
         14   testimony is, how powerful her testimony is in that it 
 
         15   establishes a policy of genocide against the Cham, Nuon Chea puts 
 
         16   forth what we submit is a very silly conspiracy theory about why 
 
         17   -- how the Prosecution could have been so prescient to put down 
 
         18   Prak Yut to testify in the Cham section of this trial. 
 
         19   Your Honours, anyone who knows the case file would want to hear 
 
         20   from the district secretaries in Kampong Siem, Kang Meas and 
 
         21   Krouch Chhmar. We also put down Ban Seak, Ho, and he came and 
 
         22   testified, the district secretary from Krouch Chhmar. 
 
         23   Even though he continued to lie about his own involvement in that 
 
         24   killing, his testimony is very important. He was a district 
 
         25   secretary in Krouch Chhmar when much of this killing took place. 
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          1   [14.14.50] 
 
          2   The same with Prak Yut, who was one of the Southwest Zone cadres 
 
          3   sent up to the Centre, what had been the Centre Zone, and 
 
          4   carrying out this genocidal policy. 
 
          5   As I said, anyone who knows the case file would want to hear from 
 
          6   the district secretary. Anyone who knows the case file and wants 
 
          7   to get to the truth would want to hear from the district 
 
          8   secretary of Kampong Siem. There is plenty in the case file about 
 
          9   what went on in that district. 
 
         10   For example, Alexander Hinton in his book, the expert witness who 
 
         11   testified in his book "Why Did They Kill?" he wrote: "The death 
 
         12   toll was particularly brutal in Kampong Siem district. Two PRK 
 
         13   documents allege that almost every Cham in the district was 
 
         14   executed. Estimates range from 2,000 families to 20,000 people. 
 
         15   [14.15.55] 
 
         16   Also, Your Honours, Ysa Osman in his book, at the end of his book 
 
         17   -- I believe it's the "Cham Rebellion" book -- he lists 10 
 
         18   villages that once were Cham but where there are virtually no 
 
         19   Cham left, 10 Cham villages completely wiped out during the DK 
 
         20   regime. Five of those villages are from Kampong Siem district. 
 
         21   Also by the time we submitted that witness list in 2014, commune 
 
         22   secretary You Vann, had already implicated the district secretary 
 
         23   Prak Yut in those killings of the Cham. 
 
         24   So it didn't take anything, any ability to foresee the future to 
 
         25   see how critical the district secretary's testimony would be. And 
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          1   it was critical and it was extremely damaging to the Defence 
 
          2   because she showed there was a policy to kill the Cham district. 
 
          3   We can show the next video. 
 
          4   [14.17.14] 
 
          5   (Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
          6   (Interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
          7   There was an order from the sector level to us to purge the Cham 
 
          8   and I, myself, was also wondering why the Cham were wanted to be 
 
          9   purged and was not sure how many Cham people living in my 
 
         10   district. So I told them that I did not grasp the exact number of 
 
         11   Cham people living in Kampong Siem district. So I asked the upper 
 
         12   level to take note of this point. 
 
         13   And regarding the Cham people I, myself, was also wondering why 
 
         14   the number of the Cham people were wanted to be purged. But the 
 
         15   order came from the upper echelon so I simply implemented it. 
 
         16   (End of interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         17   (End of Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         18   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         19   Prak Yut was very defensive about her own role during her 
 
         20   testimony but it's clear she had an order to purge all the Cham. 
 
         21   In her earlier statements to OCIJ she said the same. She said, 
 
         22   "During the purge I only knew the--" Sorry, this is from her 
 
         23   testimony of 18 January 2016. 
 
         24   [14.18.48] 
 
         25   "During the purge I only knew the Cham people had been taken away 
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          1   and killed. I was told by the secretary -- sector secretary, her 
 
          2   boss, based on the instructions from the upper echelon." 
 
          3   Prak Yut also told the OCIJ investigators, "I would like to 
 
          4   clarify once again that the orders I received were very clear. 
 
          5   They stated that we must kill all the Cham. I had no choice other 
 
          6   than to carry out orders. 
 
          7   And we know from the testimony of You Vann, the commune secretary 
 
          8   that she was ordered by Prak Yut to prepare a list of Cham, 
 
          9   Vietnamese and former Sihanouk soldiers. And she testified in 
 
         10   this Court on 14 January 2016 that she noticed the gradual 
 
         11   disappearance of the Cham. She talked to the district military 
 
         12   commander and he told her all those Cham had been purged. 
 
         13   [14.19.55] 
 
         14   Another interesting aspect of You Vann's testimony, she was close 
 
         15   to Prak Yut. She worked under her and she said Prak Yut went to 
 
         16   Phnom Penh once or twice a month, sometimes for up to a 10-day 
 
         17   study session. So it's clear that the policies that Prak Yut were 
 
         18   implementing were the policies from the Centre, from the Phnom 
 
         19   Pen from the Accused and Pol Pot. 
 
         20   Prak Yut wasn't the only witness who testified about the killing 
 
         21   of Cham and it wasn't only in Kampong Siem. 
 
         22   Seng Kuy was a Khmer villager. He was ordered to help transport 
 
         23   Cham women and children to their deaths at Wat Au Trakuon 
 
         24   Security Centre. He said he heard the chief of the commune 
 
         25   security carrying out the arrest say, quote, "We will kill all 
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          1   the Cham people and we will not spare anyone." 
 
          2   [14.21.03] 
 
          3   Muok Sengly is a civil party, a Khmer villager from Kampong Siem 
 
          4   district. He told OCIJ that at a meeting he heard Prak Yut say 
 
          5   Cham are the enemy of Angkar because they plan to rebel, so 
 
          6   Angkar has to smash them. If any Cham remain, this must be 
 
          7   reported so they can be swept clean because this is the plan of 
 
          8   the upper echelon. 
 
          9   Your Honour, I'll try to break soon. Let me just point out 
 
         10   quickly that there are others. We have other evidence of people 
 
         11   who heard of a plan to eliminate the Cham. Say Doeun, the head of 
 
         12   a unit in Kang Meas district which was -- who was charged with 
 
         13   arresting Cham testified, quote, "I heard of the plan that no 
 
         14   Cham, no single Cham shall be spared". He testified to that on 
 
         15   the 12th of January last year. 
 
         16   Sos Romly testified on the 8th of January. He was a clerk to the 
 
         17   commune chief in Krouch Chhmar district and he said that a 
 
         18   security chief came in who didn't know that he was Cham because 
 
         19   Sos Romly then certainly didn't wear dress in traditional Cham 
 
         20   clothing. 
 
         21   And he heard the security sector chief -- when he heard that 15 
 
         22   per cent of the original Cham in that commune still remained, 
 
         23   told him, "In the future, those Cham people would be smashed 
 
         24   until no one was left". 
 
         25   [14.22.38] 
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          1   Sos Romly was working in a mobile unit in Kampong Cham. He 
 
          2   testified that he attended a meeting in Chamkar Leu district in 
 
          3   1977 where there was a plan about smashing the Cham discussed and 
 
          4   he later saw a booklet in the Ou Nong commune office that 
 
          5   described Cham as the biggest enemy who must be totally smashed 
 
          6   before 1980. 
 
          7   And finally, Ben Kiernan interviewed Ya Mat who told him about 
 
          8   seeing a document in 1978 in Sector 43 of the Central Zone, 
 
          9   titled "Document 163", which said, "We will not spare the Cham 
 
         10   because if spared they will resist. They must all be killed off." 
 
         11   And Kiernan talked to another individual also, who told him he 
 
         12   also had seen Document 163 but in June 1978 in the Baray 
 
         13   district. 
 
         14   [14.23.40] 
 
         15   Perhaps this is a good time for a break, Your Honour, if you 
 
         16   would like? Is it time for the break? 
 
         17   Oh, sorry. I'm sorry. I'm confused about the break time. Thank 
 
         18   you. 
 
         19   [14.23.53] 
 
         20   Going back to Kampong Siem where Prak Yut was the district 
 
         21   secretary, OCIJ sent an investigator out to the Trean commune. 
 
         22   Trean is, I believe, one of 11 communes in Kampong Siem district. 
 
         23   And the investigator went around to 12 villages in that commune 
 
         24   and talked to people who had been alive during the DK regime and 
 
         25   asked them did they remember anything about Cham people being in 
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          1   their village. These people estimated -- adding up the difference 
 
          2   in each of the statements from each of the 12 villages -- there 
 
          3   were 292 Cham families in those 12 villages that were taken away 
 
          4   and disappeared during the regime. 
 
          5   Many other corpses, they said, were dumped in water wells or in 
 
          6   bomb craters. These elderly villagers who remember the DK regime, 
 
          7   said that they knew of only three survivors from that commune out 
 
          8   of -- with 292, as I said, approximately Cham families that 
 
          9   disappeared. 
 
         10   [14.25.18] 
 
         11   If we use what I think is a very conservative estimate of five 
 
         12   people per family, 292 families, if my math is right that is 
 
         13   1,465 individuals killed in those 12 villages alone, and that's 
 
         14   just one of 11 communes in Prak Yut's district. 
 
         15   Prak Yut herself testified that she reported to the Centre there 
 
         16   were 1,600 Cham villages -- excuse me -- Cham families in Kampong 
 
         17   Siem when she arrived. So that would be over 8,000 individuals. 
 
         18   And then she said she saved one Cham. There was one young girl 
 
         19   that she had adopted when she was in the Southwest Zone 
 
         20   apparently not knowing that she was Cham, Pheap. And she talked 
 
         21   about Pheap in this -- during her testimony. And I would like to 
 
         22   play the video to remind you of Prak Yut's testimony about her 
 
         23   adopted daughter, Pheap. 
 
         24   [14.26.26] 
 
         25   (Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
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          1   (Interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
          2   And in fact, I was not aware that she was Cham when her parents 
 
          3   took her to me to raise her. And then I actually consulted Pheap, 
 
          4   and Pheap is currently my younger <sister->in-law who is still 
 
          5   alive in Stueng Kaev, and I keep her alive because, personally, 
 
          6   my view was that I had to think of the life of the other people. 
 
          7   And that's why I decided to keep Pheap alive until today. And 
 
          8   Pheap actually a Cham person from Stueng Kaev, which was the area 
 
          9   where the Cham people lived. 
 
         10   And what I said here may be considered that I was individualistic 
 
         11   that I only thought of one person and not to think about the 
 
         12   other Cham people within the district. And allow me to say that 
 
         13   because I raised her and I decided to keep her and she is now my 
 
         14   in-law and still alive today at Stueng Kaev. 
 
         15   And that is the truth because in my opinion I thought of her and 
 
         16   I pitied her. 
 
         17   (End of interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         18   (End of Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         19   [14.28.04] 
 
         20   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         21   So this is, in our view, very significant testimony, Prak Yut 
 
         22   saying she saved the life of Pheap. Because of her, Pheap is 
 
         23   alive. Why? What would Pheap -- what reason would there have been 
 
         24   to kill Pheap? There is only one reason, because she was Cham. 
 
         25   And that was enough for killing all the other Cham people in 
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          1   Kampong Siem district. She saved Pheap. Because Pheap had the 
 
          2   fortune of having a connection to the district secretary; she 
 
          3   survived but the other Cham were targeted to be killed. 
 
          4   [14.28.57] 
 
          5   I'd like to talk a little bit about some of the testimony we have 
 
          6   heard about the neighbouring district of Kang Meas. This is also 
 
          7   part of the same sector, Sector 41, which again late in the 
 
          8   regime was under the authority of a former Southwest cadre Om An, 
 
          9   as the sector secretary. 
 
         10   Him Man testified before Your Honours that -- he talked about 
 
         11   after the arrival, particularly after the arrival of the 
 
         12   Southwest cadres a long sword group would receive orders to 
 
         13   arrest Cham from the district secretary. Cham would be arrested 
 
         14   and then sent to the Wat Au Trakuon pagoda. 
 
         15   [14.29.51] 
 
         16   Him Man testified 17 September 2015. He said that in addition to 
 
         17   the Cham, there also were New People and also former soldiers of 
 
         18   the former regime, the Lon Nol regime in that prison. But we have 
 
         19   evidence from witnesses of two differences in how the Cham were 
 
         20   treated at that horrible place, Wat Au Trakuon, and these others 
 
         21   were treated. 
 
         22   In the WRI witness statement to OCIJ of Sok Meng Ly -- that's 
 
         23   E3/9654 -- the answer to 13 he says that one of the differences 
 
         24   with the Cham is that whole families were arrested together. 
 
         25   And also Witness Muy Vanny noted in his testimony that unlike 
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          1   these former Lon Nol soldiers or New People, Cham were not 
 
          2   interrogated. There was no need to look for their 
 
          3   (unintelligible). They were simply all going to be killed. 
 
          4   Muy Vanny testified that all Cham who arrived at Wat Au Trakuon 
 
          5   were executed. He said sometimes 100 of them at a time. That's 
 
          6   from his testimony of 11 January last year. 
 
          7   [14.31.15] 
 
          8   Say Doeun testified the next day, the 12th of January, that for a 
 
          9   period he was the chairman of this long sword group and he 
 
         10   testified that all of the Cham in Peam Chi Kang commune were 
 
         11   arrested once the Southwest Zone cadres had arrived. And we all 
 
         12   know here the significance of the Southwest Zone cadres. Those 
 
         13   were the favourite executioners of the Centre, so the cadres 
 
         14   under Ta Mok, the most trusted foot soldiers of Pol Pot and the 
 
         15   Centre. 
 
         16   Seng Kuy testified in this Court on the 9th of September 2015 
 
         17   that after the arrival of the Southwest Zone cadres, all of the 
 
         18   Cham in his village, Angkor Ban 2, which is in Kang Meas district 
 
         19   -- including children as young as three years old, were arrested 
 
         20   by commune security forces. Seng Kuy testified that he was 
 
         21   ordered to take the Cham to Wat Au Trakuon. He did that and he 
 
         22   never saw them again. 
 
         23   [14.32.37] 
 
         24   The third of the districts that appeared on the map, this Cham 
 
         25   heartland, is Krouch Chhmar. And we heard from several witnesses 
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          1   about events at Krouch Chhmar and how killings increased there 
 
          2   also in 1978 with the arrival of cadre from the West and 
 
          3   Southwest Zones from the Centre who were then working at that 
 
          4   time under Ke Pauk. 
 
          5   No Sates testified that Southwest Zone arrived -- when they 
 
          6   arrived they ordered lists to be drawn up of who was Cham. This 
 
          7   is the same thing we heard from Prak Yut and You Vann in the 
 
          8   neighbouring district of Kampong Siem. The lists were sent to the 
 
          9   district secretary Ban Seak, Ho as he was known. No Sates' 
 
         10   mother, her younger siblings and cousins and many of the Cham 
 
         11   families were placed onto a ferry and she never saw her family 
 
         12   members again. 
 
         13   [14.33.43] 
 
         14   Van Mat testified that two days after Ke Pauk held a meeting 
 
         15   talking about enemies, large numbers of Cham were moved out of 
 
         16   the Chumnik commune and never returned. He said that there were 
 
         17   400 or 500 Cham in his particular group and none was left. And it 
 
         18   seems from the testimony that the killers resorted to dumping the 
 
         19   bodies in the Mekong. 
 
         20   And Ysa Osman mentioned this in his testimony. 
 
         21   But also, the district secretary Ban Seak, Ho, admitted in his 
 
         22   testimony that he saw headless corpses floating in the river 
 
         23   while he was in that Krouch Chhmar district. And he testified in 
 
         24   E3/375 in his statement to the OCIJ that, "The people who were to 
 
         25   be smashed would not be kept so long. They just simply reported 
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          1   to upper echelon and when they were ordered to be smashed -- to 
 
          2   smash, they would implement that order right away without 
 
          3   interrogating to search for any networks." 
 
          4   [14.35.14] 
 
          5   Witness It Sen described how he was sent to the security centre 
 
          6   in 1978 along with approximately 50 other Cham families from two 
 
          7   villages and saw people tied together, some 30 in a group, 
 
          8   dragged into the river and drowned. 
 
          9   Sos Romly said that he saw five to 600 Cham, adults and children, 
 
         10   brought into Trea village in a 10-day period in 1978, after which 
 
         11   they were also brought to this river. 
 
         12   Ahmad Sofiyah, No Sates, both testified about being taken to a 
 
         13   house on the river in Trea village and that they and the girls in 
 
         14   their group, originally about 30 girls -- and they survived only 
 
         15   by convincing Ban Seak, Ho, that they were Khmer. They didn't 
 
         16   speak with an accent, of course. At that time they were passing 
 
         17   as Khmer. They didn't have traditional clothes. 
 
         18   Any of the girls who answered that they were Cham were taken and 
 
         19   they were killed. 
 
         20   [14.36.28] 
 
         21   And Your Honour, perhaps just before the break, I have a video, 
 
         22   just one video I will show before the break. It's about six 
 
         23   minutes long, which is, again, a compilation of some of the 
 
         24   victims, Cham victims, who've testified. I don't know if you want 
 
         25   to take a break now or perhaps -- I would prefer to show the 
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          1   video first, if that's okay. 
 
          2   Thank you. 
 
          3   So if we could show video number 7. Thank you. 
 
          4   [14.37.05] 
 
          5   (Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
          6   (Interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
          7   "The Khmer Rouge forced the Cham people to eat pork and to force 
 
          8   the Cham people to do whatever the Khmer people did. That was the 
 
          9   most difficult thing for Cham -- for the Cham people as we lost 
 
         10   our own identity and lost our religion. 
 
         11   My father died because he was a Cham person who adheres to his 
 
         12   religious practice. He didn't abandon his religion when he was 
 
         13   forced to by Angkar. At the time they forced him to eat pork, but 
 
         14   he refused. So, Angkar gave him a last warning that he had to eat 
 
         15   pork. And if he could not eat pork, then there would be nothing 
 
         16   for him to eat. 
 
         17   My father refused to eat pork and he only drank water. 
 
         18   I also wondered why Cham people were considered the number one 
 
         19   enemy. I still wonder as of now. I don't know the secrecy 
 
         20   surrounding that matter. I do not know why they refer to Cham 
 
         21   people as the number one enemy. 
 
         22   And later on, I noticed that Cham people were ill-treated, taken 
 
         23   away and killed. 
 
         24   They started to kill the Cham people. And why could I say that? 
 
         25   Because the place where I was hiding was about 100 metres away 
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          1   from the pit where they were killing the Cham people. 
 
          2   [14.38.50] 
 
          3   I heard screams. I was lying with my wife in the bushes and we 
 
          4   heard the screaming. We heard, even heard the sound of people 
 
          5   being hit. We heard people screaming to Allah for help. They 
 
          6   scream: 'Oh, Allah, my Lord.' 
 
          7   People were killed and tied into a line and dropped into the 
 
          8   water. 
 
          9   I saw the <one-year old> or six-month old children, babies, who 
 
         10   were packed into a sack and dropped into the water. 
 
         11   I actually recognized Bong Tou (phonetic) from Khsach Prachheh 
 
         12   Kraom. She had worked with the commune youth in the cooperative. 
 
         13   Her throat was slashed and her dead body was floating in the 
 
         14   river. Actually, her dead body did not flow with the current. It 
 
         15   was flowing in a circle and it did not sink. It floated up and 
 
         16   down. It seemed like the soul didn't want to go away and wanted 
 
         17   to stay there. 
 
         18   The soldiers were killing people upon our arrival. On that day, a 
 
         19   big rope was used to tie people to one another and to have them 
 
         20   towed by a motorboat into the river and when the motorboat 
 
         21   reached the middle of the river, the rope was released in order 
 
         22   to drown those men in the river. 
 
         23   [14.40.50] 
 
         24   The same process was repeated over and over again until late 
 
         25   afternoon on that day. 
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          1   I was tied up and stayed in that house. I, together with other 
 
          2   people, cried in that house. 
 
          3   Those who gave the answer that they were Cham or children of 
 
          4   mixed marriage, they were taken away and killed two at a time 
 
          5   with the pretext that they were taken to eat rice. 
 
          6   About 10 of us who left, we told them that we were children of 
 
          7   Khmer, so they kept us, and our hands were still in ties. 
 
          8   They took us away, those who said -- they took away only those 
 
          9   who said that they were Cham or the children of mixed marriage. 
 
         10   (End of interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         11   (End of Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         12   MR. PRESIDENT: 
 
         13   Thank you. It is now the appropriate time for a break. The 
 
         14   Chamber will take a break from now until 3 p.m. 
 
         15   The Court is now in recess. 
 
         16   (Court recesses from 1441H to 1501H) 
 
         17   MR. PRESIDENT: 
 
         18   Please be seated. The Court is now back in session. 
 
         19   Again, the floor is given to the International Co-Prosecutor to 
 
         20   continue with the closing statement. 
 
         21   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         22   Thank you, Mr. President. For the record, I'd like to just give 
 
         23   the names and dates of testimony of those that were in the video 
 
         24   that we just showed. 
 
         25   So first appearing was Meu Peou, who testified on 29 February 
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          1   2016. Secondly, Him Man, from 28 September 2015 and 17 September 
 
          2   of that year. Then No Sates, from 28 September 2015. It Sen from 
 
          3   7 December -- excuse me -- 7 September '15. And, finally, Ahmad 
 
          4   Sofiyah, otherwise known as Math Sor, who testified 13 January 
 
          5   2016. 
 
          6   [15.02.29] 
 
          7   So, Your Honours, it has never been the Prosecution case nor is 
 
          8   it required for a finding of genocide that we prove that the 
 
          9   Khmer Rouge attempted to kill every single Cham in Cambodia. What 
 
         10   is required is that there's an attempt to destroy a group in 
 
         11   whole or in part as such. And I talked about the word "as such"; 
 
         12   I think in French "comme tel"; in Khmer -- I think it's Duch - 
 
         13   "dok chea" (phonetic), and what that word must mean -- we say it 
 
         14   means to destroy the group identity. That is what genocide is 
 
         15   designed to protect; not individuals but the group. 
 
         16   [15.03.13] 
 
         17   The same controversy surrounds a bit the word "destroy". There 
 
         18   are some books and even in some dicta from cases where courts 
 
         19   have said the word "destroy" must mean physically or 
 
         20   biologically, although like in the Krstic judgement they say 
 
         21   that, but then they say that deporting the women and children 
 
         22   from Srebrenica was attempt to destroy the group, clearly 
 
         23   deporting doesn't mean killing biologically. 
 
         24   We talk about this in more detail in our final brief, but we 
 
         25   submit that it absolutely cannot be reconciled with the words of 
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          1   the Genocide Convention that destroy only means to kill people, 
 
          2   to destroy the DNA of the members of the group. And that can be 
 
          3   seen if we go back to the definition and how genocide can be 
 
          4   accomplished. 
 
          5   [15.04.12] 
 
          6   One of the five acts is transferring children of the group. You 
 
          7   transfer children, you don't kill anyone, the DNA lives on. But 
 
          8   if you take children away from their group, teach them a 
 
          9   different language, different customs, different religion, the 
 
         10   group will no longer exist. If you took some small Khmer Leu 
 
         11   group from the north-east of Cambodia, for example, took away all 
 
         12   their children and transferred them to different parts of Phnom 
 
         13   Penh and other parts of Cambodia away from the Northeast Zone -- 
 
         14   northeast area, that group in a generation would cease to exist 
 
         15   if they grew up not speaking their language, not knowing their 
 
         16   customs, not knowing their religious beliefs. 
 
         17   [15.05.00] 
 
         18   So you can destroy a group without killing. In this case, 
 
         19   clearly, killings took place and killings are charged and the 
 
         20   killing was with the intent to destroy those Cham who refused to 
 
         21   give up their identity. The killings were concentrated in the 
 
         22   places that necessary for the Cham survival, these three 
 
         23   districts particularly along the Mekong. They also were targeting 
 
         24   specifically particularly religious leaders, targeting those who 
 
         25   refused to give up the religious practice. 
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          1   That, Your Honours, we submit shows beyond any reasonable doubt 
 
          2   the genocide of the Cham occurred. The killings were done with 
 
          3   the intent to destroy the Cham as a distinct religious and ethnic 
 
          4   group in Cambodia. 
 
          5   [15.05.50] 
 
          6   One witness who testified in this case that is a very simple 
 
          7   Khmer villager, but we -- I think he summed up very well the 
 
          8   history of the DK policy and its effect; that's Seng Kuy. He was 
 
          9   from the Central Zone and he told the Court that after the Khmer 
 
         10   Rouge had taken control of the area, Cham people were merged with 
 
         11   Khmer people. Traditional clothes, religion was abolished at the 
 
         12   time and they were turned into Khmer people. While he testified 
 
         13   that in 1977 things changed, Khmer people were arrested and sent 
 
         14   to Wat Au Trakuon pagoda to be killed and explained the reasons 
 
         15   for these policies. He said that the CPK did not want any Cham 
 
         16   people or other ethnicities to live in the country, but rather 
 
         17   they only wanted to have one pure race. They killed with the 
 
         18   intent to destroy the Cham as a distinct ethnic and religious 
 
         19   group. 
 
         20   [15.07.08] 
 
         21   So now I'm going to move on to another section and talk a little 
 
         22   bit about the Accused. I entitle this little section, my own 
 
         23   notes, The Gang of Three, for reasons I hope will become apparent 
 
         24   to you shortly. 
 
         25   And I want to talk about -- we've discussed in each of the crimes 
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          1   some of the ways of the Accused were connected to those 
 
          2   particular policies. All of my colleagues, I'm talking about 
 
          3   enslavement, I'm talking about forced marriage, I'm talking about 
 
          4   security centres. I've talked about the role of the Accused in 
 
          5   those policies. I want to speak for a few minutes about their 
 
          6   role more generally. 
 
          7   There's no question that the top of the CPK, the top position in 
 
          8   the DK, which is an authoritarian regime, no election, no-one 
 
          9   chose them, they came to power through battle, through force and 
 
         10   through deception, pretending that they were in a front with 
 
         11   Sihanouk, hiding the fact their real ideology even their being 
 
         12   communists until 1976. No elections, they had fake elections for 
 
         13   a parliament headed by Nuon Chea. So how were decisions made in 
 
         14   that kind of environment? 
 
         15   [15.08.32] 
 
         16   Well, Khieu Samphan would certainly know. And he wrote in his 
 
         17   book "Considerations on the History of Cambodia", the following. 
 
         18   He said: 
 
         19   "In communist states, all decisions are made inside a central 
 
         20   leadership framework and the implementation of those decisions 
 
         21   must be carried out the same by each individual. The Cambodia of 
 
         22   the Khmer Rouge had discipline. They respected and obeyed the 
 
         23   instructions of the Central Committee of the CPK." 
 
         24   Your Honours, there's no question. Like in any organization, the 
 
         25   centre, the higher-ups give orders, they're carried out, they're 
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          1   implemented by those lower down. There has to be some measure of 
 
          2   discretion for those lower down. Every single decision cannot be 
 
          3   decided by the very top leaders. 
 
          4   But that doesn't mean that Khieu Samphan and Nuon Chea can avoid 
 
          5   their responsibility for the policies they set and for the crimes 
 
          6   that fit those policies and crimes that they specifically 
 
          7   authorized. 
 
          8   The Statute of the Communist Party of Kampuchea, E3/214, states 
 
          9   that in regards to the army: 
 
         10   "All three categories of the Revolutionary Army of Kampuchea, the 
 
         11   regular army, sector and the militias, must be under the absolute 
 
         12   leadership monopoly of the Communist Party of Kampuchea." 
 
         13   And if we look at E3/12, a decision we're all familiar with, but 
 
         14   I'd like to show it on the screen for the audience. This was a 
 
         15   decision of the Central Committee -- Pol Pot and Nuon Chea, of 
 
         16   course, were part of that -- from 30 March 1976. 
 
         17   [15.10.33] 
 
         18   And the first matter that it deals with is the right to smash 
 
         19   inside and outside the ranks. We know what that means, the right 
 
         20   to kill inside and outside the ranks of the Party. It indicates 
 
         21   the objective is that "there is a framework and absolute 
 
         22   implementation of our revolution to strengthen our socialist 
 
         23   democracy, all this to strengthen our state authority." 
 
         24   And then it says that this right to kill people in the base 
 
         25   framework is decided by the Zone Committee; surrounding the 
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          1   Centre office by the Central Office Committee; and in the 
 
          2   independent sectors by the Standing Committee; and the military, 
 
          3   by the general staff. 
 
          4   [15.11.28] 
 
          5   So Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan can't evade responsibility for how 
 
          6   killings were implemented by those below them when they were 
 
          7   specifically authorized to do those killings, and those killings 
 
          8   followed the policies set by Angkar by the Centre. 
 
          9   Philip Short testified in this court in 2013. He said it would 
 
         10   not have been possible for zone commanders to act against or 
 
         11   outside the vast, the broad policy consensus which had been laid 
 
         12   down by the Centre. He told the defence counsel at the time: 
 
         13   "You're dealing with an army which was quite small, not an 
 
         14   enormous force, and it was an army which was very rigidly 
 
         15   controlled." 
 
         16   Your Honours, the Central leaders set these criminal policies in 
 
         17   four different ways: 
 
         18   Firstly, the orders and the decisions that they issued. 
 
         19   Second, through the speeches and trainings. We've heard many 
 
         20   witnesses who talked about local cadre coming to Phnom Penh, 
 
         21   receiving training specifically, including trainings from Khieu 
 
         22   Samphan and Nuon Chea. 
 
         23   [15.12.43] 
 
         24   And, third, another very important way that they set this policy 
 
         25   is by setting the example. No place set the example for the 
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          1   terror of the regime better than S-21 did; the Centre Zone 
 
          2   security centre where even those closest to the Centre leaders, 
 
          3   to Pol Pot, Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan, were taken to be killed. 
 
          4   And also in the way that the killings were carried out in Phnom 
 
          5   Penh following the capture, the victory of 17 April when former 
 
          6   members, leaders of the old regime, military, and others were 
 
          7   gathered together and killed. And, again, is that Khmer proverb: 
 
          8   "The back foot follows the front foot." These Centre leaders set 
 
          9   a clear example of the kind of ruthless, brutal policies they 
 
         10   wanted followed. 
 
         11   [15.13.43] 
 
         12   And, finally, they ensured these policies were carried out by 
 
         13   killing anyone who advocated a less radical path, such as Hou 
 
         14   Youn. 
 
         15   We've seen in telegrams the zones reporting to the Centre, the 
 
         16   sectors taking instructions from the Centre. We've seen that zone 
 
         17   and sector district cadre, commune cadre, even going to Phnom 
 
         18   Penh for trainings. We know that the very top of this hierarchy 
 
         19   was Pol Pot, but as Khieu Samphan told a radio audience in 2007, 
 
         20   he said -- quote: 
 
         21   "Pol Pot hunted down and made arrests with the participation from 
 
         22   the Standing Committee. He never did anything alone." 
 
         23   And Khieu Samphan would know this because he was at those 
 
         24   Standing Committee meetings as we've seen from the surviving 
 
         25   documents. 
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          1   [15.14.47] 
 
          2   But even more importantly, Khieu Samphan, along with Nuon Chea, 
 
          3   they were Pol Pot's closest associates. And I want to be clear. 
 
          4   We are not saying that they were among Pol Pot's closest 
 
          5   associates because the evidence shows more than that. It shows 
 
          6   that Pol Pot's two closest associates, the Centre's centre, 
 
          7   consisted of Pol Pot, Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan. This gang of 
 
          8   three who together were the very centre, ensuring the policies of 
 
          9   Pol Pot were carried out and conveying that to the zones and to 
 
         10   others, targeting any rivals who they suspected could possibly 
 
         11   challenge their rule simply for execution. 
 
         12   [15.15.48] 
 
         13   Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan remained with Pol Pot up to Pol Pot's 
 
         14   final arrest and death. They always supported his policies. They 
 
         15   never disagree with him during the regime. Even after the regime, 
 
         16   they refused to condemn him. They often, both of them, spoke in 
 
         17   high praise of Pol Pot and his policies. They were always loyal 
 
         18   to Pol Pot. 
 
         19   And they protected each other, Nuon Chea protecting Khieu 
 
         20   Samphan, for example, as we all know when a confession implicated 
 
         21   Khieu Samphan, Nuon Chea ordered Duch to bury it. The evidence 
 
         22   shows that these three, this gang of three, they lived, ate and 
 
         23   worked together. 
 
         24   Just to remind ourselves, I'd like to show the first video. This 
 
         25   is a video that was also shown during the testimony of Phy Phuon. 
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          1   It's from the movie, "Cambodia Year Zero", E3/2346. 
 
          2   [15.16.55] 
 
          3   (Presentation of audio-visual recording (video)) 
 
          4   [MR. KOUMJIAN]: And you see here the three of them, Pol Pot, Nuon 
 
          5   Chea, Khieu Samphan, studying a map. Phy Phuon testified that 
 
          6   this was when they were planning the attack, one of the final 
 
          7   attacks on Phnom Penh. Phy Phuon, of course, was Pol Pot's 
 
          8   bodyguard and messenger during that period and he knew Pol Pot's 
 
          9   life very well. 
 
         10   (End of Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         11   [15.17.28] 
 
         12   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         13   He testified that Pol Pot would have breakfast and lunch together 
 
         14   every day with Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan, and that they worked 
 
         15   all day together. He also testified that after the 17 April and 
 
         16   the capture of Phnom Penh, he would see the three of them 
 
         17   together, day and night, first at the train station and then 
 
         18   later at the commerce ministry when they transferred there. 
 
         19   [15.18.00] 
 
         20   It's not just Phy Phuon that says this. Khieu Samphan, in a 
 
         21   recorded interview, said -- quote: 
 
         22   "As for daily life, Pol Pot and Nuon Chea had meals with me and 
 
         23   we had meals together. We did nothing separately." 
 
         24   That's E3/3198. 
 
         25   Nuon Chea corroborated that, he said exactly the same thing in 
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          1   his interviews with Thet Sambath. In the "Behind the Killing 
 
          2   Fields" book, he says that -- Nuon Chea is quoted as saying that 
 
          3   during the DK regime, the three of them, Khieu Samphan, Pol Pot 
 
          4   and Nuon Chea, regularly ate their meals together. 
 
          5   Suong Sikoeun testified in Case 002/01. You recall he was a very 
 
          6   high-level cadre from Office B-1 but became the Foreign Ministry 
 
          7   and, again, a person who knew Pol Pot well because he was Pol 
 
          8   Pot's personal interpreter. And he talks in this video upcoming 
 
          9   about Pol Pot's relationship with Nuon Chea. 
 
         10   If we can play video 2. 
 
         11   [15.19.05] 
 
         12   (Presentation of audio-visual recording (video) 
 
         13   "In fact, Suon Sikoeun was Pol Pot's former assistant and close 
 
         14   enough to confirm the importance of the man we're hoping to find. 
 
         15   (Khmer spoken) 
 
         16   Brother Number Two (unintelligible) a lot of document again. I 
 
         17   think you know the (unintelligible) I think after Pol Pot, I 
 
         18   think he's here. He walks in Pol Pot's shadow." 
 
         19   (End of Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         20   [15.19.44] 
 
         21   So Suong Sikoeun describes Nuon Chea as Pol Pot's shadow. Let's 
 
         22   hear how Khieu Samphan -- first I want to remind he -- he's told 
 
         23   interviewers that he respected Pol Pot and he called him a great 
 
         24   leader in his interviews in the film "Facing the Genocide", 
 
         25   E109/2.3. And then he said the following. 
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          1   If we can show video number 3, please. 
 
          2   (Presentation of audio-visual recording (video) 
 
          3   (Interpretation from French to English) 
 
          4   "When he came to Pailin to work, <he used to stay here>. I follow 
 
          5   him all the time like a shadow." 
 
          6   (End of Interpretation from French to English) 
 
          7   (End of audio-visual presentation - (video)) 
 
          8   [15.20.39] 
 
          9   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         10   So Khieu Samphan confirms that he too was Pol Pot's shadow. So 
 
         11   there's a double shadow who supported Pol Pot throughout his 
 
         12   time, but particularly during the DK regime. Pol Pot, a paranoid 
 
         13   person who trusted very few, he trusted two, Nuon Chea and Khieu 
 
         14   Samphan. Khieu Samphan was loyal to him and it seems even 
 
         15   emotional about his relationship. 
 
         16   [15.21.10] 
 
         17   If we can video number 4, please. 
 
         18   (Presentation of audio-visual recording (video) 
 
         19   (Interpretation from French to English) 
 
         20   "I can still see him here in the Cardamom <Mountains>, here and 
 
         21   there. I <always keep a clear> image of him in my head. 
 
         22   <Did> you miss Pol Pot? 
 
         23   <Yes,> <because he had <such an exceptional> mind<,> <to> us." 
 
         24   (End of interpretation from French to English) 
 
         25   (End of Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
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          1   [15.22.05] 
 
          2   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
          3   Nuon Chea, in the film "Behind the Killing Fields", he talks 
 
          4   about how Pol Pot came to power to become the leader of the CPK. 
 
          5   He actually pointed out that he was the Number Two, next in line, 
 
          6   although he had a little problem because his uncle, Seng Heng, 
 
          7   had been a traitor who actually had been working with the 
 
          8   Sihanouk regime against the CPK. So he said he suggested that Pol 
 
          9   Pot become the leader, but Pol Pot said he would do it but they 
 
         10   would always work together as a team. And then Thet Sambath asked 
 
         11   Nuon Chea about how that did work out during the time they were 
 
         12   in power. 
 
         13   I'd like to play his answer to those questions -- that question. 
 
         14   Please play video 5. 
 
         15   [15.23.00] 
 
         16   (Presentation of audio-visual recording (video) 
 
         17   (Interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         18   "Did you and Pol Pot ever argue with each other or have dispute 
 
         19   when you were in government? 
 
         20   There was none. There was none between '75 and '79. There was no 
 
         21   serious problem." 
 
         22   (End of Interpretation from Khmer to English) 
 
         23   (End of Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         24   [15.23.24] 
 
         25   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
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          1   So throughout the DK regime -- from the forced transfers of the 
 
          2   people to the enslavement of people on worksites and cooperatives 
 
          3   -- where they were starved and denied of all freedoms to the 
 
          4   security centres, the 190-so security centres set up around the 
 
          5   country where people were sent and killed with no judicial 
 
          6   process, the policies towards the Cham and Vietnamese, the 
 
          7   genocidal policies, Nuon Chea confirms he had no disagreements, 
 
          8   no serious problem with Pol Pot. 
 
          9   And when Khieu Samphan was asked about Pol Pot's role in these 
 
         10   crimes, he gave the following answers. 
 
         11   If we could play video number 6 from "Facing Genocide", please. 
 
         12   [15.24.28] 
 
         13   (Presentation of audio-visual recording (video)) 
 
         14   (Interpretation from French to English) 
 
         15   "They demonize Pol Pot <to make people to> forget about this. 
 
         16   They <accuse him of being and use the word "genocide". That's not 
 
         17   true. A great leader <of such a movement> could never act like 
 
         18   that. If <so>, he wouldn't have been able to create <this> 
 
         19   movement. I <will> shout <it> out at the trial." 
 
         20   (End of interpretation from French to English) 
 
         21   (End of Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         22   [15.25.10] 
 
         23   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         24   In his book, "Cambodia's Recent History", Khieu Samphan wrote 
 
         25   that: 
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          1   "Pol Pot represented this historical leader who was never wrong 
 
          2   when it came to making important decisions." 
 
          3   Nuon Chea, in his taped interviews and the video we saw, the 
 
          4   movie "Behind the Killing Fields", he also talks about how he and 
 
          5   Pol Pot would have -- attend self-criticism sessions together. 
 
          6   And he's asked, well, what did you -- what did Pol Pot criticize 
 
          7   you for; what did Pol Pot criticize Nuon Chea for? 
 
          8   He says Pol Pot criticized him for being too hard-line. And it's 
 
          9   really amazing to be called too hard-line by Pol Pot. And he said 
 
         10   he criticized Pol Pot for trusting too easily.  Apparently, Nuon 
 
         11   Chea felt Pol Pot should be even more suspicious and distrustful. 
 
         12   These people remained loyal to each other. Nuon Chea and Khieu 
 
         13   Samphan defected to the government on exactly the same day. They 
 
         14   defected together 25 December 1998. 
 
         15   [15.26.29] 
 
         16   And we've talked about this confession where Nuon Chea saved 
 
         17   Khieu Samphan by instructing Duch and Duch came to him with a 
 
         18   confession by Khieu Samphan where someone implicating Khieu 
 
         19   Samphan. He told Duch, "Don't report this again and don't say it 
 
         20   again. I don't believe people's confession that laid blame on 
 
         21   Khieu Samphan." 
 
         22   That's not Duch's testimony, although Duch says the same thing. 
 
         23   That's from what Nuon Chea told Thet Sambath, that he saved Khieu 
 
         24   Samphan, that there was a confession implicating Khieu Samphan 
 
         25   and he ordered Duch to leave, to go away, and never come back 
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          1   with any more confessions laying blame on Khieu Samphan. 
 
          2   [15.27.14] 
 
          3   So these three, these double shadows of Pol Pot, they formed a 
 
          4   gang of three that was the innermost circle of power that is 
 
          5   responsible for the criminal policies of the DK regime. 
 
          6   Your Honours may remember Ke Pauk's wife who testified in this 
 
          7   Court on 4 June 2015. She was asked who was her husband's boss. 
 
          8   Her husband Ke Pauk, of course, was the Central Zone leader at 
 
          9   the end of the regime, one of the key killers in the purges. And 
 
         10   what was her answer? She said Pol Pot, Nuon Chea and Khieu 
 
         11   Samphan. 
 
         12   Of course, both Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan have given various 
 
         13   stories, often contradicting themselves in preparation for how 
 
         14   they would defend themselves and prepare and attempt to evade 
 
         15   responsibility for the crimes. And one of the ways that Nuon Chea 
 
         16   particularly has -- excuse me -- that Khieu Samphan particularly 
 
         17   has relied upon is his claim to have been unaware of what was 
 
         18   going on in Cambodia in the democratic regime. Unaware of the 
 
         19   enslavements, unaware of the purges, didn't know anything about 
 
         20   the crimes occurring. 
 
         21   If we can show video number 7, please. 
 
         22   [15.28.48] 
 
         23   (Presentation of audio-visual recording (video)) 
 
         24   (Interpretation from French to English) 
 
         25   "<In your opinion, how> many people <died> during the Khmer Rouge 
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          1   regime? 
 
          2   I <cannot give you> the exact numbers. There were certainly many, 
 
          3   but I don't believe it was as many as two million<.> <That's> a 
 
          4   bit exaggerated. 
 
          5   <In what way are you responsible> for what happened? 
 
          6   My personal responsibility? <Yes> I <didn't exercise> any power. 
 
          7   Perhaps, but even <if you talk about responsibility, they can't 
 
          8   accuse me of anything because I didn't know anything at all. <I 
 
          9   didn't know anything.>Why didn't I know <anything>? Why didn't I 
 
         10   try to find out? <Perhaps> you <can blame me> for that, but for 
 
         11   me, I didn't <want to know> because I respected Party discipline. 
 
         12   Did you feel cheated by Pol Pot <in> that he didn't <let> you 
 
         13   <know>? 
 
         14   No, because afterwards even so I <felt that he <had reasons for 
 
         15   it, that they were nevertheless right.> <Regarding what Pol Pot 
 
         16   <truly> did, you see, they had certain reasons for that>. . 
 
         17   And <how about> S21<?> -- <S21?> I didn't even know it existed, 
 
         18   so I can't attribute that to Pol Pot because I <didn't> know 
 
         19   anything about it." 
 
         20   (End of interpretation from French to English) 
 
         21   (End of Audio-Visual presentation - (video)) 
 
         22   [15.30.43] 
 
         23   MR. KOUMJIAN: 
 
         24   So we see that, Your Honours, even in this short segment, Khieu 
 
         25   Samphan is contradicting himself, claiming first he knew nothing 
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          1   about what went on, he doesn't -- didn't know anything about the 
 
          2   killings and is claiming Pol Pot had reasons for everything he 
 
          3   did. Well, how would he know Pol Pot had reasons if he didn't 
 
          4   know what was occurring. Of course, he knew. He was the head of 
 
          5   state. He's testified for OCIJ that he attended regularly the 
 
          6   meetings of the Standing Committee. He's previously said in 
 
          7   interviews that he worked with Pol Pot in the Centre, eaten his 
 
          8   meals with Pol Pot and Nuon Chea. 
 
          9   [15.31.36] 
 
         10   Let's picture during the DK regime Pol Pot, Nuon Chea and Khieu 
 
         11   Samphan having their dinner together. What are they going to talk 
 
         12   about? Football, movies? Of course, Khieu Samphan was well aware 
 
         13   of the policies of Pol Pot, the purges of those close to him, 
 
         14   those he worked with, those he had been with for years like Hou 
 
         15   Youn, Hou Nim, his fellow three ghosts. Of course, he knew what 
 
         16   was going on. 
 
         17   He's claimed at times, he said in E3/578, I was not a Khmer Rouge 
 
         18   leader. I was forced to get involved with the Khmer Rouge. In 
 
         19   E3/18, his book, he claimed "I was not a man of the Party, I was 
 
         20   a fellow traveller". Of course he was a man of the Party. He 
 
         21   admits that he succeeded Ieng Sary as the head of the Marxist 
 
         22   circle in France back in the 1950s, 1957. 
 
         23   He told Philip Short about working with Pol Pot and Nuon Chea in 
 
         24   the Phnom Penh Central Committee in the 1960s -- excuse me -- or 
 
         25   maybe late 1950s, after he returned from France, who assigned him 
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          1   various tasks. 
 
          2   [15.32.54] 
 
          3   And in 1967, he fled Phnom Penh with assistance of the CPK. And 
 
          4   he's acknowledged that he joined the Party at Aoral Mountain in 
 
          5   1969. That's what Khieu Samphan said in this Court on 8 February 
 
          6   2012. 
 
          7   Nuon Chea actually says -- has it earlier. He says in E3/3 that 
 
          8   by 1963, Khieu Samphan had not yet joined the Centre but he had 
 
          9   already joined the Party. 
 
         10   So when Khieu Samphan tries to say he was not a man of the Party, 
 
         11   he was not a Khmer Rouge leader, he's simply lying in order to 
 
         12   evade his responsibility for the crimes that occurred. 
 
         13   Khieu Samphan told OCIJ: 
 
         14   "I observed some members of the Central Committee disappeared one 
 
         15   after another." 
 
         16   And then he went on and said in relation to the disappearance of 
 
         17   members of the Central and Standing Committees, "Everyone seemed 
 
         18   to approve." 
 
         19   [15.34.02] 
 
         20   It's very interesting, Steve Heder, in E3/3169, he notes that 
 
         21   there were 16 GRUNK and FUNK figures that Khieu Samphan had 
 
         22   responsibility for. This, of course, was during the civil war 
 
         23   1970-1975. Nine of those people were eventually executed 
 
         24   including Hou Youn, Hu Nim, Prince Norodom Phurissara. 
 
         25   And in his book "Cambodia's Recent History", Khieu Samphan also 
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          1   acknowledged the following. He said: 
 
          2   "Near the middle of 1978, I did hear of massive arrests and 
 
          3   atrocities committed in Preah Vihear province. It was my wife, in 
 
          4   tears, told me of the atrocities committed against her brothers, 
 
          5   her relatives and many other innocent victims." 
 
          6   [15.35.05] 
 
          7   So what did he do about it? He ordered his wife's relatives 
 
          8   released and he did nothing for anyone else. 
 
          9   He's demonstrated many times that he knew of Pol Pot's paranoia, 
 
         10   purges and reasons why he was purging people. He said in E3/4032 
 
         11   -- Khieu Samphan in an interview said: 
 
         12   "He [that meaning Pol Pot] paid attention to situations and 
 
         13   cadres, particularly key cadres. He invited them to have 
 
         14   chit-chats. Those individuals came for chit-chats. They were not 
 
         15   aware of Pol Pot's real intent." 
 
         16   [15.35.51] 
 
         17   In E3203, he said, talking about people purged: 
 
         18   "These people held important positions. Some of them were in 
 
         19   charge of major zones and they distorted our line." 
 
         20   He said: "Nevertheless, we fought constantly against these 
 
         21   attempts and defeated them. Until 1977-78, we managed to deal 
 
         22   with these people completely and brought order back to the 
 
         23   country." 
 
         24   I'm trying to skip a few pages and move on a bit. 
 
         25   Just to note in Khieu Samphan's claims of not knowing about 
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          1   people's arrested and purged, some of those purged were people 
 
          2   who worked very closely with him, such as Doeun, who was the 
 
          3   other member of the Office 870 Committee. Pang, who was -- of 
 
          4   course, worked with the Central leadership, S-71, very closely; 
 
          5   would have worked with Office 870 and Khieu Samphan. And Ek Hen 
 
          6   testified in 2013 that Khieu Samphan went into detail at a 
 
          7   training he conducted in Borei Keila to about 400 workers about 
 
          8   the arrest of Pang, claiming Pang had been arrested for 
 
          9   collaborating with the "Yuon". 
 
         10   And, of course, Khieu Samphan would have known well of the arrest 
 
         11   of Vorn Vet, Standing Committee member, and who had been the 
 
         12   deputy prime minister for the economy, so would have shared 
 
         13   responsibilities for Khieu Samphan regarding exports and other 
 
         14   commercial matters. 
 
         15   [15.37.41] 
 
         16   I want to talk a little bit about these Standing Committee 
 
         17   meetings. We've talked about this quite a bit in Case 002/01. 
 
         18   Khieu Samphan told OCIJ he was invited once or twice a month to 
 
         19   join the other members of the Standing Committee in expanded 
 
         20   meetings they called the Expanded Standing Committee. He said: 
 
         21   "From '75 to '79, there was no debate. The meetings I attended 
 
         22   were simply Pol Pot monologues." 
 
         23   It's also interesting in relation to the Defence claims about how 
 
         24   there were vicious factions constantly fighting each other inside 
 
         25   the CPK, the Party the Defence now claims was riven by rivals. 
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          1   Khieu Samphan said -- well, he said those -- that everyone got 
 
          2   along in those meetings. Now I've lost the quote. I'll try to 
 
          3   find it some other time. And that the meetings were very 
 
          4   friendly. 
 
          5   [15.38.46] 
 
          6   I'd like to show the next slide, 80 slide 2, and this is a chart 
 
          7   of those that attended Standing Committee meetings. You recall 
 
          8   that -- I believe there are 19 minutes surviving that list 
 
          9   attendees and we see that Nuon Chea attended the most often, 
 
         10   followed by Pol Pot, followed by third Khieu Samphan. 
 
         11   What we've done in this chart is we've put those who were purged 
 
         12   in orange. So we see that the fourth most frequent attendee was 
 
         13   Doeun, which makes sense. Well, apparently, when Khieu Samphan 
 
         14   talks about the Expanded Standing Committee, what he means is he 
 
         15   and Doeun attended the meetings. Makes sense. They were Office 
 
         16   870. They were the office in charge of the implementation of the 
 
         17   Standing Committee meetings -- policies. 
 
         18   [15.39.36] 
 
         19   So the expanded meetings were likely simply the Standing 
 
         20   Committee members who could attend plus Doeun and Khieu Samphan. 
 
         21   You note that zone leaders, Ta Mok, attended none of those 
 
         22   Standing Committee meetings and neither did So Phim, those 19 
 
         23   that we have minutes of, because they probably were busy in their 
 
         24   zones. So the actual group meeting would have been quite small 
 
         25   and we can see from this chart that several of those who 
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          1   regularly attended were purged. We haven't listed here, by the 
 
          2   way, those that attended only one to three times because they 
 
          3   clearly only came to report on specific matters. But those who 
 
          4   were purged included Koy Thuon, he was purged quite early so he 
 
          5   was -- only six at the meetings attended: Vorn Vet and Doeun. 
 
          6   [15.40.32] 
 
          7   So what we see left in the blue, there's only five that are still 
 
          8   left, and two of those, Ieng Sary and Son Sen, you can imagine 
 
          9   were often away; Ieng Sary either on foreign trips or Son Sen we 
 
         10   know was sent to the battlefront against Vietnam in late 1977. 
 
         11   So, as these purges took place, Son Sen sent out to the 
 
         12   battlefield, we can see that Khieu Samphan's power would have 
 
         13   only continued to increase over time. 
 
         14   Steve Heder in E3/3169 talks about Khieu Samphan's involvement in 
 
         15   purges. He said: 
 
         16   "Khieu Samphan's involvement in the general purge was 
 
         17   bureaucratically natural because his position to the Party body 
 
         18   responsible for keeping track of Party implementation coincided 
 
         19   with Pol Pot's decision that the CPKs most important task was not 
 
         20   the economic reconstruction of Democratic Kampuchea but the 
 
         21   ferreting out of alleged enemy agents who were supposedly 
 
         22   sabotaging his revolution. This shift to giving the highest 
 
         23   priority to purge work was disseminated within the Party by the 
 
         24   Deputy Secretary, Nuon Chea." 
 
         25   Your Honour, I want to leave time for my Co-Prosecutor who will 
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          1   address you on sentencing. 
 
          2   Thank you very much for your attention. 
 
          3   [15.42.12] 
 
          4   MR. PRESIDENT: 
 
          5   Yes, you may proceed. 
 
          6   MS. CHEA LEANG: 
 
          7   Mr. President, Your Honours, parties and everyone in and around 
 
          8   the courtroom. 
 
          9   I will conclude our submissions through our two-day closing 
 
         10   statements that we have made so far and that we conclude our 
 
         11   submissions by making a request for the conviction and sentence 
 
         12   of Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan. 
 
         13   [15.43.03] 
 
         14   First, we request convictions against both Accused for their 
 
         15   participation in the crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity 
 
         16   and grave breaches of the Geneva Convention is argued in our 
 
         17   Closing Brief. 
 
         18   We submit that on the basis of the quantity and quality of the 
 
         19   evidence admitted in this trial, this is the only reasonable 
 
         20   conclusion that can be drawn beyond reasonable doubt on the 
 
         21   evidence. 
 
         22   As for Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan's sentence, there are some key 
 
         23   considerations that shall be taken into account. 
 
         24   The evidence demonstrates and our submissions have highlighted 
 
         25   that these two Accused were among the small group of leading 
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          1   ideologues, architects, planners and implementers in the CPK of 
 
          2   one of the most cruel and complete systems of human rights abuse 
 
          3   put in place in any country in the 20th century. 
 
          4   Once in power, these Accused systematically attacked and abused 
 
          5   the Cambodian population for whom they had the responsibility to 
 
          6   protect. In the minds of both Accused, it was more important for 
 
          7   them to stay in power at all costs and achieve their reason of a 
 
          8   communist utopia than to respect and protect the most basic 
 
          9   fundamental human rights owed to all Cambodian during the DK 
 
         10   period. 
 
         11   [15.45.19] 
 
         12   In their three years and eight months and twenty days of 
 
         13   government, these Accused with their co-conspirators set aside 
 
         14   Cambodia's obligations under international human rights treaties 
 
         15   and intentionally made an attack on the population's fundamental 
 
         16   human rights. 
 
         17   They took away Cambodians' right to life, physical protection, 
 
         18   fair trials, freedom of expression and freedom of movement. They 
 
         19   took away the population's right to practice a religion of their 
 
         20   choice, the rights to a family, to marry, to work, to rest, to 
 
         21   have access to adequate food, water, sanitation, medical care and 
 
         22   housing, amongst other rights. 
 
         23   [15.46.27] 
 
         24   Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan, in the name of pursuing the CPKs 
 
         25   political ideology, believed they had absolute power to do 
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          1   anything they pleased to the Cambodian population and they did 
 
          2   just that. Namely, they forced people to leave their homes and 
 
          3   work in forced labour camps across the country suffering and 
 
          4   dying under inhumane conditions. 
 
          5   They broke up families, separated children from parents and 
 
          6   husbands from wives to dilute family power and influence. 
 
          7   3) They forced men and women to marry and have sexual intercourse 
 
          8   against their will. 
 
          9   4) They prosecuted and killed members of groups the Accused 
 
         10   perceived as potential political opponents. These included former 
 
         11   Khmer Republic officials and civil servants, former residents of 
 
         12   cities and towns, CPK cadre, soldiers and DK ministry staff, 
 
         13   Buddhists, Chams and Vietnamese. 
 
         14   This persecution was done through imprisonment, torture, 
 
         15   extra-judicial executions and other inhumane acts, both in and 
 
         16   outside of the CPKs extensive security office network. 
 
         17   [15.48.23] 
 
         18   This intentional system of abuse was implemented across every 
 
         19   zone and province in DK for the whole period the Accused were in 
 
         20   power. 
 
         21   If a person was lucky enough to live through the regime, the 
 
         22   Accused made sure they could not alleviate the conditions placed 
 
         23   upon them. The Accused doomed Cambodians to suffer. 
 
         24   The intensity of this system of abuse and the unflinching 
 
         25   implementation by the Accused created an atmosphere of fear and 
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          1   terror amongst all Cambodians, fearing they would be killed or 
 
          2   further harmed at any moment. 
 
          3   [15.49.22] 
 
          4   This cruel totalitarian regime that the Accused led has left 
 
          5   Cambodians with long-lasting physical and psychological harm that 
 
          6   has, and will continue, to accompany them throughout their lives. 
 
          7   Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan's role in this systematic abuse of 
 
          8   the population was central, substantial and critical. Both men 
 
          9   were at the apex of CPK's authority that totally governed 
 
         10   throughout DK. Nuon Chea's role as a second in charge of the CPK 
 
         11   and Khieu Samphan as the head of state, amongst both of their 
 
         12   many other roles in DK and the CPK at the highest level, was 
 
         13   integral to the development and implementation of these criminal 
 
         14   policies. In these positions, both Accused abused their power to 
 
         15   the extreme. For these men, the end justified their means, no 
 
         16   matter how barbaric the means. 
 
         17   [15.50.57] 
 
         18   No leniency in sentencing -- in sentence should be given to these 
 
         19   two Accused because of their age, education and mental capacity. 
 
         20   Nuon Chea was 48 and Khieu Samphan was 43 years-old, 
 
         21   respectively, when the CPK took control of Cambodia in 1975 and 
 
         22   had both previously been part of the privileged few in Cambodia 
 
         23   who studied abroad. Nuon Chea having studied law in Thailand and 
 
         24   Khieu Samphan having studied law and economics, the latter at the 
 
         25   doctoral level in France. These were smart men that knew the 
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          1   consequences of their actions, men who had the academic and life 
 
          2   skills to know how to control and influence people's behaviour to 
 
          3   their own ends, good or bad. 
 
          4   [15.52.10] 
 
          5   Nor should the Accused receive any leniency on the basis of any 
 
          6   claims that their crimes were committed under duress. Unlike the 
 
          7   teenage security office guards that the CPK forced to work at 
 
          8   places like S-21 and who were pressured to abuse, torture and 
 
          9   kill or be killed themselves, these Accused were under no such 
 
         10   pressure. It was they who developed these criminal policies to 
 
         11   create this atmosphere of fear and terror, not they who were 
 
         12   subject to them. 
 
         13   Similarly, no credit shall be given to the Accused for any claims 
 
         14   of cooperating with the ECCC. Neither of them had provided any 
 
         15   significant assistance beyond their legally required attendance 
 
         16   during investigation and trial. 
 
         17   For the last 38 years since the crimes were committed by the 
 
         18   Accused, no true remorse has been shown by either man, despite 
 
         19   both Accused having been involved in producing books and 
 
         20   documentaries on their role in the DK period. They used these 
 
         21   mediums to justify their actions rather than apologize for them. 
 
         22   [15.53.54] 
 
         23   Khieu Samphan is of the view he has done nothing to make him 
 
         24   ashamed before anyone. Nuon Chea stated he has no regrets for 
 
         25   those killed during the DK regime, although Nuon Chea states he 
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          1   takes responsibility morally for what happened. He has refused to 
 
          2   accept personal responsibility for his own actions. Sadly, when 
 
          3   asked if he would make a revolution again if he was reborn, his 
 
          4   unequivocal response was he would do it again, do it again. 
 
          5   The fact that both Accused have not retracted their belief that 
 
          6   the power they wielded in DK gave them the absolute right to pick 
 
          7   and choose who lived and who died and how they lived in DK, 
 
          8   demonstrates their complete lack of remorse. It also demonstrates 
 
          9   their fundamental misconception of what a healthy society should 
 
         10   be, one in which difference is celebrated not demonized. Such 
 
         11   gross abuse of power and humanity must be strongly condemned by 
 
         12   this Court. 
 
         13   [15.55.35] 
 
         14   Your Honours, we submit that the only appropriate sentence for 
 
         15   both Accused is life imprisonment. By handing down such a 
 
         16   sentence, it will reflect the gravity of the crimes committed by 
 
         17   the Accused and the central role these men had in their 
 
         18   commission. 
 
         19   We know this judgement and sentence will not bring back those 
 
         20   that were killed during DK nor will it unharm those that suffered 
 
         21   during this period. We hope, however, that such a sentence will 
 
         22   bring some justice to the victims of these crimes and will assist 
 
         23   in the deterrence of these crimes from occurring in the future by 
 
         24   sending a message that no person is above the law regardless of 
 
         25   status or position. 
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          1   [15.57.08] 
 
          2   When Your Honour issues the verdict, we would like to have a 
 
          3   request to Your Honours that the judgements all be in detailed 
 
          4   for all the charges, the context of the facts as well as the 
 
          5   evidence sources on which those facts and findings are based. In 
 
          6   doing so, this judgement can provide a strong lesson for future 
 
          7   generations and governments of Cambodia as to the truth of the 
 
          8   history of the DK period and a clear understanding of the 
 
          9   circumstances which led to the commission of these atrocious 
 
         10   crimes so that they can never be repeated again. 
 
         11   Thank you. 
 
         12   [15.58.08] 
 
         13   MR. PRESIDENT: 
 
         14   Thank you. 
 
         15   The Chamber will adjourn the proceeding for today and will resume 
 
         16   tomorrow -- that is, Friday, 16 June 2017, commencing from 9 
 
         17   o'clock in the morning. And for tomorrow the Chamber will hear 
 
         18   the closing statements in Case 002/02 by the defence teams, first 
 
         19   by the Nuon Chea's defence. So parties, please be informed. 
 
         20   Security personnel, you are instructed to take Khieu Samphan and 
 
         21   Nuon Chea back to the detention facility and have them returned 
 
         22   to attend the proceedings tomorrow morning before 9 o'clock. 
 
         23   The Court is now adjourned. 
 
         24   (Court adjourns at 1559H) 
 
         25    
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